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i.

PRTNCIPAL'S FOREWORD

The report that follows is an attempt to assess the progress of

John Adams High School and to present enough of the data on which this

assessment is based to enable others to engage with us in a discussion

and examination of this assessment. Because this report has been pre-

pared by our own research staff, it inevitably reflects our own values

and biases about the role of public schools in a democratic society,

and thus about which kinds of evidence are more important than others in

assessing our progress.

Although the general goals of Adams High School are discussed in

the opening section of, this report, it might be useful here to make

explicit some of the basic assumptions and premises on which the school

was founded.

We believe that the schools are the single most important public

institution in a free society, and the single best gauge of the health

of th,,i.t society. Because schools and society are interdependent, it

is difficult to consider the present state of American education with-

out also discussing the condition of the larger society.

We believe that American society is in a profound state of crisis,

a crisis precipitated by factors too numerous and complex to be com-

pletely elaborated here. At the root of the crisis, however, is our

failure to anticipate (and therefore be able to cope with) the conse-

quences of change.

J. Robert Oppenheimer once wrote that change is the one thing that

is constant and predictable in the twentieth century world; as we pre-

pare students to move into the twenty-first century, this observation

should prove even more accurate. Change is the essential fact of

American life today. Our national genius for scientific and techno-

logical progress haS succeeded in creating a world that in crucial ways

is .nearly out of our control. Our very survival as a people depends upon

our ability to apply the new technology to rational and humane ends.

It is our view that the primary mission of public education today

is to prepare students to cope creatively with the forces of change.

This means that the schools themselves must reflect a continuing com-

mitment to look analytically at their own structure and values.in order



to maintain a climate where the focus is continually on change. Adams

High School has as its explicit mission to be a center for the continuing

study and generation of educational change.

The implications for schools are substantial. We must.educate

students for action, for enlightened problem solving. We must turn

out students whb have learned how to learn new knowledge and skills.

We need to develop skills of adaptability, flexibility, and openness to

change. We need to train students to be independent and self-directed,

and yet be able to function as part of a problem solving group. It is

these skills that Adams is seeking to teach its students. This year-end

report indicates our first steps along the way.

The problems inherent in attempting to evaluate the effectiveness of

a school as complex and experimental as Adams are enormous. The most

critical questions we should ask of a school have to do with the quality

of life its graduates. lead, and these questions can only be answered

over time. This report is intended as the first in a continuing series

we hope to issue, and one of our research goals is to follow our graduates

as they proceed into further education or the work force in order to

determine the long-term effects of the school.

Of the short-term kinds of questions that this report addresses,

the most detailed, interesting, and significant findings have to do with

the kinds of attitudinal changes the school has brought about in its

students. We believe that these findings are important for at least

two reasons. First, there is a tendency in most educational research

to attempt to measure only what is most easily quantifiable, and thus

there is a disproportionate emphasis to achievement test scores.

Academic achievement is certainly one important criterion of a school's

effectiveness, but it is not the only criterion. Most schools share

our concern with helping students to grow in such areas as social

responsibility, interpersonal relations, respect for cultural and

racial differences, and the development of a sense of identity, and we

hope that other schools will follow our lead in collecting data from

students and parents on these crucial questions.

The second argument for emphasizing the importance of changing

student attitudes is the close relationship between attitudes and

achievement. It is our contention that such educational critics as



Paul Goodman, Edgar Friedenherg, and John Holt have been essentially

correct in their view that the overall climate or atmosphere of a

school may.have a stronger effect on student learning than the formal

curriculum. Unless students feel good about themselves and believe

they can have some impact on the school environment, it is unlikely

that they will be able to devote their best energies to classroom work.

One final word: this report is more candid than most such reports

on the differential impact of the school on black and white students.

If our schools and our society are to make faster progress in the area

of race relatiins, we must develop the habit of describing things as

they are, not as we would like them to be. We are proud of the progress

we have made at Adams in developing a truly integrated school, but this

report reveals that we have much work to be done. In this, as in all

other areas of this school, we believe that progress can only come after

the frank recognition of problems. The value of this report, and of our

commitment to ongoing evaluation at Adams, is to help us identify

problems so that we can mobilize our resources intelligently in order to

find effective solutions.

iii



THE GOALS OF ADAMS HIGH SCHOOL

INTRODUCTION

The report which follows, though entitled First Year Report

High is by no means a complete report of the

events of the first year. The report was compiled by the Research

and Evaluation section of the Clinical Division, and as such is

oriented toward the presentation and interpretation of systemati-

cally collected "hard" data. Either because developments have

not yet existed long enough to permit careful study, or because

sufficient manpower was not available for their study, many of what

we intuitively think were the most interesting and exciting devel-

opments at Adams are not reported here.

Such events are best described in personal case studies or nar-

rative accounts of the experience of being at Adams. These im-

pressionistic and personal reports are necessary for the full under-

standing of the impact that the school has had upon those who have

participated in its first year; though they were not appropriate

for inclusion here, we have been collecting such reports from faculty

and students, and will make them available in the future. We

anticipate that the key insights from such accounts will provide

the basis for systematic studies to be presented in subsequent

year-end reports.

While the section below is written in the past tense, since

it, describes the goals we sought to implement last year, it should

not be assumed that these goals no longer pertain. On the contrary,

we continue to seek ways to realize them this year.

The primary goal of Adams High School was to provide an educa-

tional experience relevant to the needs and interests of all adol-

escents, regardless of their intentions to pursue further formal edu-

cation. Some essential aspects to the notion of relevance are that

students woulll learn esponsible and personally fruitful management
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of their own time and resources; that they would develop the capa-

city to make choices; and that they would accept ultimate respon-

sibility for their on educational experiences.

To support this goal, the curriculum of Adams :-sigh School was

intended to provide a wide variety of course choices, both in and

out of school, including the opportunity for a student to develop

his own educational program, and to maximize the opportunity for

student responsibility by insisting that the student make choices.

The one required course of study, General Education, was to be an

interdisciplinary, problem-centered course of study which also pro-

vided much opportunity for student choice, and responsibility.

The commitment to fundamental democratic principles and the

development of a capacity to work within those principles to effect

environmental change was seen as an equally important goal for

students. To support this goal Adams strove to create a school

environment base'd on fundamental democratic principles: that the

basic rights of all individuals would be respected in the school

society, and that those affected by any decision would partici-

pate in, and share responsibility for, that decision.

A third major goal was that students should experience and

explore a fuller range of human relationships than is typical in

schools. Adams sought to create an atmosphere which would make

possible the enjoyment of relationships between young people and

adults which were less formalized, rigid, and hierarchical than the

typical student-teacher relationship; which would expand the usual

roles of students and teachers to include mutual respect, genuine

concern, and friendship.

To support this goal, students in most instructional experiences,

particularly General Education were heterogeneously grouped in

terms of ability, race, sex, and age; and time was provided for a

variety of informal contacts and groups. Adams also abandoned many

of the traditional school rules which created artificial barriers

between adults and students.
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GOALS FOR

The goals of Adams High School with respect to teachers were

quite naturally closely intertwined with its goals for students.

The primary goal was to enable teachers to grow, both as persons

and as teachers, through their work at Adams. To support this goal

Adams sought to create an adult community within the school char-

acterized by: active participation in decision-making; open ex-

change of experiences and information; constructive response to

criticsm from any member of the school community, whether colleague

or student; commitment to the continuing analysis and evaluation

of all activities; the development of open and productive working

relationships, particularly in team situations.

GOALS FOR TRAINING

The training component of Adams was designed to support the

premise that adults too must be learning and growing within the

school context if they are to have the capacity to enable students

to learn and grow. The basic axiom of the training component was

that the most effective preparation for any occupation occurs

when the trainees perform specified tasks, under expert supervi-

sion, in the actual work setting. The intent of the training pro-

grams was to provide systematic, field-centered training programs

for personnel at all levels of educational competence. Programs

should provide the pre-service training necessary for novices to

qualify for vocational roles in schools, and the in-service train-

ing to permit movement from one'level of the staff hierarchy of the

school to another.

Adams strove to create a training program in which trainees

could observe, analyze, and practice the skills requisite for func-

tioning within a professional role; and one in which the certifi-

cated staff would act as models for trainees, thereby. analyzing and

improving their own professional practices.
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GOALS FOR RESEARCH AND EVALUATION

The fundamental goal of the research and evaluation component

was to develop the requisite procedures and support to insure that

ultimately the effectiveness of every activity of Adams could be

determined as part of the routine functioning of the school.

This goal implies that all decisions made in the school should be

based, as far as possible, on systematically collected data.

Since many of the other goals of Adams involve choices and deci-

sions, the research and evaluation component is best seen as a

mechanism to support these goals. The intention was that careful

inquiry into the nature of teaching and learning become an accepted

part of the professional commitment of all members of the staff.

GOALS WITH RESPECT TO THE CONMUNITY

One of the basic aims of the school was to involve the community

actively in the formal education of its children. In support of

many of the other commitments to diversity of experience and in-

creased choice, parents were to play a viable role in affecting

the policies of-the school; the resources of the community were to

be brought into the school; and the boundaries of the instructional

activities of the school were to be extended into the community.

In addition Adams had certain goals with respect to a parti-

cular outside community: the school district itself. These were

to become a center for training personnel in special or advanced

skills and competencies for the district, and a center for educa-

tional experimentation where pilot programs could be implemented

and evaluated before they were adopted by the district as a whole.



DESCRIPTION OF` THE SCHOOL:. 1969-70

This section is intended to provide a broad descriptive over-

view of the structures in the school and the range of activities

pursued last year, to serve as a framework for the understanding of

the evaluation sections to follow.

John Adams High School is more than an ordinary high school.

It is premised on the notion that it is both possible and desirable

to create a single institution--the school itself--in which various

aspects of education and educational change can be integrated. These

aspects include the instruction of students, the development of curric-

ulum, pre-service and in-service training of education personnel at

all levels, basic and applied research, and dissemination. A school

incorporating all these elements becomes more than a school; it be-

comes the unit for edu'6ational change. This is the aim of Adams High

School.

A description of each of these aspects, as they existed at Adams

in 1969-70, follows.

THE INSTRUCTION OF STUDENTS

Composition of the Student Body and Staff

Approximately 1250 students, in the freshman, sophomore and

junior classes, attended John Adams in 1969-70. About 20% were

black, and the range of socioeconomic backgrounds of the student body

as a whole was extremely wide, with a fairly high proportion of students

coming from poor families--Adams was named a Title I school. The

school served a broad .geographic area, with students coming from

the inner city as well as rural areas north of Portland. The district

included sections of what previously had been the Jefferson, Madison

and Grant districts. The staff, selected especially for Adams, was

largely drawn from teachers in the Portland area, and consisted of 79

certificated teachers and administrators, 16 aides, 14 secretaries,



17 full-time trainees, as well as the custodial and food service

staffs.

In an attempt to alleviate the feelings of impersonality and

anonymity which can result in a school as. large as Adams, the student

body was randomly divided into 4 smaller groups, or subschools, called

Houses. The counseling, student accounting and recordkeeping, and

General Education programs were conducted within the Houses. Each

House was led by a Curriculum Associate, a new career position for

teachers, with responsibilities for administration of the House and

curriculum leadership in the development of General Education. Pwo

teams of teachers, made up of four certificated and four noncertificat-

ed adults, and led in day-to-day implementation of curriculum by two

Team Leaders, (another new position), were directly responsible for

the teaching of General Education to the approximately 312 students

in the House. About two-thirds of the staff was responsible for

curriculum in the elective programs outside of the House, though

each teacher had at least nominal membership in one of the Houses.

After a year's trial of the House system, its advantages were

outweighed by its coots in terms of the inevitable administrative

complexity and duplication of labor which accompanied decentralization.

In addition, with the increase in numbers as Adams gained a senior

class, the House threatened to become too large. Therefore, the

four Houses were replaced in 1970-71 with seven instructional teams,

and student accounting and record keeping were centralized to one office.

The School Curriculum

General Education

General Education was a non-graded course of study that gave

students the content of the required courses of English, social

studies, basic mathematics, and general science, but with a radi-

cally different classroom approach. The course was taught by inter-

disciplinary teams of teachers and required approximately half of

a student's class time. Rather than engaging in the systematic



study of the various disciplines, the focus of General Education

was on the solution of relevant problems, Students might address

themselves to problems ranging from developing the skills necessary

for finding and keeping a good job, to the problem of solving the

racial tensions existent within the school, or the city, or pos-

silly to the problem of developing a strategy for stopping the pulp

mill pollution in the Willamette Valley of Oregon. An adequate so-

lutiol to any of these problembrequired that the student probe the

content of, and learn the skills appropriate to, several of the tra-

ditinml disciplines.

Students evaluated their own progress through the maintenance

of personal journals, which made up a required part of their course

of study. _Independent study, student-initiated projects, and tutor-

ing programs were encouraged, and students frequently participated

actively in teacher planning sessions.

Skill development, for the student with deficiences or for the

student seeking to polish a particular talent, was addressed in Gen-

eral Education, and adjunctively through resource center programs

in reading, writing and mathematics. These programs, developed and

implemented by certificated teachers and aides, provided small group

and individual skills instruction on a full-time basis.

This instruction, while providing the foundation for a skills

program, was not sufficient to meet the needs of many Adams stu-

dents. Therefore, the skills program has been much augmented for 1970-

71, and the curriculum more systematically developed, building upon

the beginning made by the resource center programs. In 1970-71, the

basic skills program Will be required rather than recommended.

The Elective Program

Adams offered the full range of elective courses one would

expect in a completely equipped modern comprehensive high school.
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a level which would E
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re especially varied, anu on

skills in many areas. Because

.de Industrial iclucation wing, anu the

instructional abilities of the staff, the school served as a vocation-

al training center for other North area high schools.

Flexibility and student involvement were as consistently sought

in the elective program as they were in.General .:::ducation. Students

were encouraged to pursue areas of special interest, whether small

group discussion of group dynamics or a oneto-one tutorial in com-

puter mathematics. Some electives provided opportunities for school

and community service, as well as job experience.

Six-week "mini" courses were offered, as a way of providing

variety and encouraging exploration in unfamiliar subject areas.

These were enthusiastically received, and a few students initiated

and taught minicourses, under the supervision of a teacher.

The Mobile School

Developed as a pilot program the Mobile School served sixty,

self-selected students as an alternative to the General Education

program. Not designed for the academically poor student alone, it

did seek to develop an. educational experience that met the needs

and interests of a broad variety of students who found school total-

ly irrelevant to their lives. The Mobile School was also intended

to develop and refine a curriculum based on the view that the ed-

ucation of youth is truly a community affair; it used the resources

of the community not only for the basic substance of the curriculum

but also for a substantial amount of the instruction. Students travel-

ed by bus into the community for a series of field study experiences,

which focussed upon contemporary social-political problems. The pro-

gram had to be discontinued before the end of the year because of lgeR

of. funding.
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Counseling and Special Programs

The Guidance and Counseling prc m was an integral part of

the operation of each House. Each of the four counselors was attach-

ed to one of the Houses, and worked closely with the Curriculum Asso_

date. Counselors' offices were decentralized to insure proximity to

the House, and counselors participated in curriculum planning meetings

of General Education teachers, which in most cases increased coopera-

tion between teachers and counselors.

Counselors were encouraged to take active roles in the instruc-

tion of students in those areas in which they had expertise, and

several group counseling classes sprung up under the direction of

counselors. Though Adams had no senior class, the college counseling

program, under the direction of one half-time college coordinator,

was active, and included college visitations and an evening forum for

parents. The Guidance department also undertook training responsjJ-

bilities as two counseling interns were trained under the supervision

of experienced counselors.

The Adams :5taff included one full time social worker, and a

full time aammumtty agent, and they worked very closely with the

counselors and luzriculum Associates.

Special programs included Special Achievement, which served

approximately 30 yaung people, and a program for deaf, students, which

served approximately 12. There was very close cooperation between

the teachers of these programs and those from the regular programs;

joint use of facilities, with combined classes, were frequently plan-

ned and several students from the regular program worked as assistants

to the teacher of the deaf.

The School Enviornment

Student Aesponsibility
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An assumiytiOn of the administration of Adams was that the in-

struction of students should not be limited to classroom instruction.

On the contrary, the expectation of active participation in the school

as a democrati nmnity, the social experiences. provided by a racial-

ly and ecoL .dcal .xed student body, and the expectation that stu,_

dents could and a d take increasing responsibility for their own

educational development were intended to be as instructive as the for_

malcurriculum.

Students at Adams were therefore permitted a great deal more

freedom of general movement and control over personal educational

decisions than is typical. For example, during a student's unassign-

ed time he could visit a class, make use of one of the several re-

source centers, work on an indi-ridual project for credit, or relax

in the student lounge or the park. Students were expected to attend

their classes, and those who did not attend regularly forfeited class

credit,, but the general attitude of the schnel staff was to take as

nonpulattive a stance towa rd attendane and rat= discipline problems

as practicable. Confes with the trouhl=ri student and his parents,

counsfiTring help, and fle-,74fiility in arrangtflF his class schedule were

metho-uSed to help students cope with attendance problems far more

than. - -- ,pension from school. Students Who showed no improvement in

their-ttendance patterns were referred to the juvenile court, but

only-2jEtter other approaches had failed.

=aase unusual responsibilities for self-governance put a heavy

burc...J.Lpon the students, and the process. of learning to manage free-

dom wm, painful for many, though only a very .few students did not re-

spond the challenge. Because students were expected to take re-

sponsibility for their awn actions, teachers at Adams were not gen-

erally-regarded as law-enforcers. Perhaps because of this, relation-

shipsioetween teachers and students were a remarkable aspect of the

school climate. They were almost universally friendly, informal, and

warmEany teachers and_students prized these relationships as deeply

rewarding new experiences.
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School Governance

While the ultimate responsibility for the operation of the

school rested with the principal, Adams developed a form_of govern-

insured widespread invcIvement of students, teachers, and

..,.Lninist,vators. It was made up of an exe cdtive branch, the Admin-

istrative Cabinet, and a bi-cameral legislative body, the Faculty

Senate and the Student Senate.

The Cabinet included the principal, vice-principal, program

coordinators(research, teacher training, social services, vocational

education, ES '70) and Curriculum Associates.

The Faculty Senate was comprisA. of 15 members, elected from

the teaching staffs of all four Houses, and from the secretarial,

custodial, arl,--fiservices staffs. -rainees, though empowered 77f,

vote, were noteli ,-'Mle to serve as :ac.: ty senators. The term of

office for senatorzlwas 2 yearsvand Senate elected a President

from among its members. Some adjustrn . were made during the y ir

to insure represen.e_ion from all areas of the school.

The Student Senate was a body of 40 students, 10 elected from

each of the Houses, to represent that House. The President of the

Student Senate was elected by the student body at large, and the group

was advised by the Activities Director.

As the year-trogressed, it became apparent that this system was

flawed in many respects. The student senate consumed a great deal

of tiAa with internal quarreling, and by the end of the year had be-

come virtually powerless, as the quorum necessary for a vote was

seldom present at meetings. Tension between the faculty senate and

cabinet was fairly extreme, with confusion and conflict about what

constituted the proper purview of each group, exacerbated by difficul-

ties in communication. It began to appear that the existence of sep-

arate groups tended to accentuate differences and bases for conflict,



as 1 =cups tended to react against each other rather to find

ways tzr cooperate. As an attempt to facilitate cooperation and com-

mgnf6.7.117+nn, the Principal's Council was established by. the Principal,

acttr7,4mcon the advice of a study committee made up of administrators,

student:a:and faculty, and chaired by the President of the Faculty Sen-

ate. This counel., consisting of representatives of administration

and --lanates, replaced the Administrative Cabinet.

:=34_gh the Principal'sCouncil was established too late in the

year7ta7provide a sufficient test of its effectiveness, it seemed to

prom -ire efficient government than the previous: system, while

stilarimilving all constituencies of the school cammunity. the coun-

cil MrIETEt as a clearing house, and dete,---dned the appropriate

gror-J..= , dealing with various issues. Other ch in the system

of e,.13/ance be required, as the faur-Housss been replaced

by

C i ela%ions

Cammomnityrums and Parent Advisory Groups

attemigt_to insure that pare= spinion would be reflected

in pc regarding the instruction of sz.pdents, a series of Commun-

ity E±.7.-.7 was established. The:first was held during the summer be-

foreszsml opened, and was followed by fcrnr-others dr-ring the school

year. _'arum topics included the General Education. program, issues of

stud----.---"eedan and responsibility; college entrance, and vocational

meetings were enthusiastically attended. The usual

format7H.sa a ',1.aogress report by the principPl, or a -presentation by

guestz-lmaakae., followed by questions and discussionoml the floor.

Then 7r.riartal -.:smally met with the Curriculum Associate and teachers

fram -..7)1.12W which their children were members, .for small group

'-lese meetings, Parent Advisory groups. for Houses were
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formed. The parents and teachers from each of the Houses met in a

series of evening meetings, usually bi-weeklyvdIth were arranged in-

dependently, House by House. These served as a valuable opportunity

for exchange of views, conferences around specific problems, and

better communication between parents and teachers. In many cases

the House curriculum was directly affected by parental wishes and

advice. These Parent groups supplanted the schoolwide meetings, and

to a large extent also supplanted the schoolwide PTSA.

The Community School

Organized by the Community Agent to serve the adult educationa:

interests of the community, the Commu2dity School was operated two

evenings a week, and offered a wide =mge of classes to any interested

adult or young person in the Adams neighborhood. These courses were

free, with the exception of some feelor materials, and included

sports activities, craft and skill-z=mses, and acadeMic subjects

such as literature and psychology. staff, made up of regular J:dams

teachers and an-occasional student, wAmteed on a volunteer basis.

This program, primarily designed to the wider community, also

offered additional opportunities forns students to take credit-

bearing courses.

The program enjoyed great populmr--;y,from the very beginning,

and the chronic lack of sufficient -faxic.., was overcome in part by the

dedication of volunteer teachers.

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

An institution desiring to remH, -dnnovative must be capable

of the continual generation of new programs and procedures, and must

be able to adapt quality programs developed elsewhere to its own set-

ting--Adams attempted both these tailEs _last year.



General Education

Since many of the Adams programs were experimental, virtually

all instructional personnel were engaged to some extent in develop-

ing curriculum materials and instructional strategies. This was

particularly true of the General Education program, which fac,A a

massive curriculum development task. To create a problem-oriented

curriculum which successfully integrated the diverse subjects of

English, social studies, beSic mathematics, general science, and

health. was difficult enou to provide such a curriculum for groups

of students heterageneouS2427adxed by race, aze, and ability was enor-

mously mare difficult.

Two mf the General... Education teachers were relieved from teach-

ing duties in the:middle of the year, and ass±gned the task of coor-

dinating aand collecting-curriculum innovations to be used in General

Education.. Not nnly were these ideas gathered. from:sources outside

the schon9 itseT, but viable curriculum units: developed within the

House teams were zecorded:and made available..±or.adaptation by other

teams. TO facilitate exchange of ideas and:to offer support for the

creativity required fccr.7the development of .new curricula, a weekly

seminar-of General Education teachers was organized, and led by the

two aforementioned teaChers. One major accomplishment was the devel-

opment of- schoolwide programs which centered upon ecological concerns,

and which culminated in_activities organized for Ecology Day.

Process Curriculum Worishop

Another group of teachers, both General_Education teachers and

those from the elective areas, beginning in_Uanuary, met on a weekly

basis to devise ways of:incorporating such techniques as role play

and improvisations into the aarriculum, as well as to explore pos-

sible ways to utilize Tanta,,, personal feelings of students and the

.social relationships of class-members with the aim. of making the cur-

riculum more relevant to student concerns. This grcup, called the
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Process Curriculum Workshop, also attempted to deal with the prob-

lems specific to curriculum in the racially integrated classrooms.

Project React

Several Adams staff members were involved in two specific cur-

riculum develppment projects in cooperation with other institutions.

Project REACT, of the Northwest lregional educational Laboratory, was

designed to develnp materials to demonstrate the uses of computer

technology in instructian and administration, Many materials which

came out of this project-were developed, tested and revised by Adams

staff members and students.

Vocational Clusters

Through a gran-from the State Department of tducation to

Oregon State University, a mechanical cluster curriculum in testing

and measurements was written and implemented at Adams. This pro-

ject was part of an anticipated continuing curriculum development

effort to individualize the vocational education curriculum.

ARE- SERVICE TRAINING

The focus of the pre-service training programs at Adams was to

provide in a school setting training programs for personnel at all

levkpin of educational competence. This implies for many trainees a

much earlier immersion into the active life of the school than is avail -

able =1n other models of pre-service training, with a differentiated

Pattern of assumption of responsibility.

The particul, t. traininz models of the school varied. However,

all adhered tc th 7rincitIe that the most effective preparation

far any occupati=c occurs when the trainees perform specified tasks

under expert supervth ion, lathe actrTv4T work setting. In addition,

since the core trairriTIE staff members 14z4eLjoint appointments with
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cooperating-univ,arsitie, re c. ;sized practicum cc --s

seminars relating directly to she students' classroom experiences were

taught at Adams. A clinical training setting was provided in which

trainees observed, analyzed and practiced the skills requisite for

assumption of a professional role. Man- of these trainees occupied

positions of considerable teaching responsibility, while receiving

supervision from more experienced professionals.

A large part of the preservice program centered in General

Education, where supervision in teaching and curriculum development

was provided by the Curriculum Associates and Team Leaders.

The following chart will provide an overview of the training

responsibilities undertaken in 1969-70, and show how the program

was developed for 1970-71.

19691-70 1970-71

Portland State University Student Teachers 29 48

Master of Arts in Teaching:

Reed 7 6

Lewis and Clark 2 2

Portland Urban Teacher Education Project 20 20

Oregon State University

Student Teachers:

Business Education 4 18

Home Economics 2

Other 2

Students in Residence 8 12

Counselor Interns

Administrative Interns 1

New Careerists 6

Career Opportunity Program 3

Other Programs

Students from OCE 72

Macalester College 11
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Master of Arts in Teaching Program

Ten candidates for the Master of Arts in Teaching degrees

were trained in coordination with Heed College, Lewis and Clark

College, and the Harvard Graduate School of "Lducatioh. :I:7i addition,

two candidates for the Master's degrees in school gui, --a- were train-

ed, in cooperation with Harvard and Portland State UnzNity.

Since these programs involved colleges which shared 2a=zormel ap-

pointments with the school, Adams was able to provide a:munh more

complete field -based experience than is typical.

Student Teacher Program

This program, which trained 29 student teachers. various

.fieldsl. was implemented in cooperation with Portland fJtate Univer-

sity. Since two of the Adams staff had joint appointments on the

Portland State faculty, a high degree of cooperation program

coordination was possible.

Portland Urban Teacher Education Project (B-2)

This training program, funded by a grant =den B-2

of the Education profesSions Development Act, was spore jointly

by Adams and Oregon State University. The thrust of-ti-IP gram

was to supply needed teaching personnel for inner ed.:tr.:areas, and

the majority of the twenty trainees were black: Thesatrainees,

most of whom held bachelor's degrees, and who had beenzenzaged in

various professions other than teaching, were both. .111,Lammed to a

profession sorely needing their special skills, apligiven the oppor_

tumityto earn certification through this program. The ]B-2_ program

was Adams' most highly developed example of how teacher training

can fruitfully be shifted from the University into the schodl, as

the entire program of university level courses leading to basic

teacher certification was carried on in the school itsFTT.-..



The Junior Aide Program

In January, 1970, a comprehensive pre-service training :.sequence

in vocational education was instituted. Initially the program train-

ed prospective industrial education teachers from Oregon State Uni_

versity. These "junior aides" receive six credit hours of technical

training at Adams, together with six professional credits and three

hours of seminar credit on problems of inner-city schools. In the

spring the vocational training program was expanded to include the

training of student teachers and interns in most of the vocational

areas.

INSERVICE 2RAIgIHG

The Summer Institute 1969

Before the school opened its doors in September, the entire

staff was involved for six weeks in an Institute, funded by the

.clucation i-rofessions Development Act. It was during this institute

that the demanding tasks of the formation of teaching teams and the

development of curricula were begun.

Other Inservice Programs

Other inservice programs included those mentioned above under

Curriculum Develo-:ment (the General -ducation seminar.and Process

Curriculum Workshop), as well as a race Relations Workshop.

Communications groups, in which all members of the staff par-

ticipated in i'iay were small (12-15) randomly selected groups, whose

task was to find ways to knit the faculty into closer relationships,

recommend administrative procedures to enhance communication, and

dispel rumors. These groups were felt to perform a necessary func-

tion, and many of their recommendations, including continuance of

the groups, were followed.
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Consultants, provided for by the EPDA grant mentioned above,

were brought to the school at various times during the year, and

included Terry Berton (who launched the Process Curriculum Workshop),

Ralph Mbsher, an Associate Professor from Harvard University. A Port-

land psychiatrist, Dr. Boverman, contributed his services from time

to time as a consultant.

Much inservice consultation was provided by George i-mderson and

other members of the Industrial hanpower Center of Antioch, California.

Their techniques of communication and education, particularly as they

applied to the education of the disadvantaged and potential dropout,

reached almost every member of the Adams staff, for they worked with

each of the four Houses and with many classroom groups of students and

teachers as well, on a 'continuing basis through the spring.

Inservice training has been much expanded for 1970-71. Not

only are some members of the staff being trained as educational re-

seafchers and clinical supervisors, communication groups are being

continued, Team Leaders meet in a weekly seminar, the Process Cur-

riculum Workshop and Race Relations workshops are being continued

and enlarged in scope, and members of the faculty have begun to devise

new courses.

BASIC AND APPLIED RESEARCH

The various programs undertaken by the research division were

the evaluation of the various programs herein reported; for this

reason, the nature of the activities of this division will be clear

from the report itself, and there is no need to repeat a list of'its

functions here.

DISSEMINATION

Aware that one of the most perplexing problems attendant to school-

based experimentation is the failure of successful innovations to

generalize to the broader educational community, dissemination has
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been a major concern at Adams, and has been facilitated in various

ways.

ES '70

Adams was designated as Portland's ES '70 school. As such,

it was one of a national network of schools devoted to curriculum

development and experimentation. A full-time coordinator of the

ES '70 program insured nationwide sharing of innovations at least

among the schools that made up the network, through its newsletter

and conferences of the coordinators.

Joint Appointments

Statewide dissemination was facilitated by the ten joint appoint-

ments held by Adams staff members with surrounding colleges, uni-*

versities and research centers. Since these appointments required

part time work at institutions other than Adams, the opportunities

for sharing problems, successes, and insights were many. Ten indi-

viduals at Adams had outside affiliations:

Name

Lawrence Ayers

John Parker

Allen Dobbins

Jerry Fletcher

John Williamson

Leroy Wallis

Patricia Wertheimer

Edward Gottlieb

George Flittie

Parimaz Marsubian

Position

ES '70 Coordinator

EPDA Coordinator

Teacher Education Coordinator

Research & Evaluation Coord.

Development Coordinator

Vocational Education Coord,

Social Services Coordinator

Curriculum Associate

Curriculum Associate

Curriculum Associate

Pre-Service Training Programs

Outside Affiliation

USOE

OSU, Lewis & Clark

PSU, OSU

Teaching Research

11.W.Reg. Educational
Lab., Teaching Research

OSU

OSU

PSU

Reed

Lewis & Clerk

Because Adams trained exceptionally large numbers of prepro-

fessionals at various levels, many of whom have subsequently been



hired by Portland Public Schools and other districts, it was able

to have some impact won education through these traines.

Perhaps the most successful program in this regard was, the B-2

training program, since through the completion of this program, the

number of qualified black teachers working in Portland's integrated

schools more than doubled.

The Advisory Council

An advisory council made up of representatives from the State

Department of Aucation, Portland State University, Oregon State

University, University of Oregon, Lewis and Clark College, heed

College, and Teaching Research met twice during the year to review

the progress of the school. The administrative staff on both occa-

sions described to their-the state. of the school and listened to their

suggestions and reactions.

Public and Professional Appearances

Approximately 100 presentations about the goals, procedures and

progress of Adams were given last year to church, civic, and pro-

fessional organizations, as well as colleges and universities, both

in Oregon and in the Northwest area. Formal speeches were delivered

to such diverse audiences as all school administrators in the state

of iinnesota, and the taxpayers of Vancouver, 1,a,shington. The prin-

cipal appeared several times on local television programs, and on a

nationally televised discussion program.

Visitations and Publications

Articles and publications by others about the school cannot be

called part of the Adams dissemination program, since the content

and accuracy of these statements were frequently impossible to control.

However,- AC.ams received national attention. through the following
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publications:

Newsweek,"John Adams High: 'Best Around, " February 16, 1970. p 68.

American Education, "Portland's Unconventional Adams High,"
John Guernsey, May 1970.

Atlantic, "High Schools That ork," Charles Silberman, August 1970.

Readers Digest, "Bold New Directions for U. S. !iigh Schools,"
Arlene Silberman, August, 1970.

A program of visits to the school was coordinated last year,

and the school received an average of 200 visitors a week from No,

vaciabEr to May. These visitors included members of the local community,

local and visiting professional educators, and students from other

schools. Approximately 75% of the visitors were college and univer-

sity students and educators from outside the Fortland metropolitan

area. Visitors came from 18 states and 2 foreign countries.

Two major publications were written by the Adams staff which

served a dissemination function:

"The School as a Center for Lducational Change: A Prospectus"

available from John Adams High School and

Curriculum Bulletin: "The Clinical School Program," College

of Education, University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon 97403,
November 1969.- Cost: $1.00 through John Adams High School,
Portland, Oregon or the University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon.
The Library of Congress Catalog Card No. 66-64621.
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OVERVIEW OF EVALUATION PROCEDURES

During the school year 1969-70 the Research and Evaluation sec-

tion of Adams High School consisted of two people--one who worked

half time at Adams and half time at Teaching Research in Monmouth as

an Assistant Research Professor, and another who was paid full time

for work at the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory and Teach-

ing Research, though his office was in the Adams building. There were

no other staff members and no budget for research and evaluation work.

Under these circumstances, the institution's capacity for the

gathering of evaluation data was necessarily extremely limited. The

data collected and reported upon here deal with only a few of the

schOol objectives, and are essentially descriptive. The particular

methodologies used for collection and interpretation of each set of

data are described as the data are presented.

In addition to shortage of personnel and financial resources,

other factors affected the performance of the Research and Evalua-

tion section. The school district lacks statistical or data process-

ing capacity permitting the use of information in school operation..

No resources were available for punching of data on cards, or for

writing programs to accomplish even simple statistical routines;

furthermore, no resources were available for hiring this work to be

done elsewhere. Even though the district's central research office

provided substantial support, there was no budget available for ma-

chine processing capability.

Another more subtle problem existed: since research data has never

been provided for school use, those in decision-making positions in

the schools are not accustomed to basing their decisions upon care-

fully gathered data, and therefore, processes of decision-making do

not provide or 1- activities.

Mac_ has oeen accomplished to overcome the shortcomings of the

1969-70 research and evaluation program for 1970-71, particularly

in the integration of research into the ongoing operations of the

school. The Research and Evaluation staff now includes seven half-

time people, three of whom have come from the Adams FTE allotment,
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aad foua ' = :'deral grants. However, data processing capability

remains jaz=..-. a, and until this shortcoming is overcome, the re-

search an ,ion program will not be as effective as it could

otherwise t4'



OF DEPARTYli: CHAZiEN TEAM L _DEY' zoulimits

June all dept,-,--1- -chairmen and t=tu,-:eaders were asked

it a year-end -,-4,--77ort of their depart mmmm or team's activities

rotIems during 177'. year. Department c: i n electel to write

=dual reports. Some team leaders were viewe d; others

their reports.

The individual reports were compiled 71=to l u aummary reports

-ace Research and Evaluation staff: one on the electives

department chairmen), the other on the General =i4iucation Program

test leaders). The summaries attempted both to identify consistent

lems and to suggest possible solutions. The summary reports

are presented below.

-;-.3TBIJE2 T CHAIRMEN

3hile most of the problems mentioned by the department chairmen

mre, not new, their mention should serve as supporting evidence for

sway decisions that are made.

. Problem: The Detrimental Effects of Increased Freedom for Students.

Most departments expressed concern over the greater student

f'rtedam. The problem was seen as one of finding a middle ground

etween the "free school" and "traditional authoritarian school."

There is evidence to show that many departments found the student:-

teacher relationship more favorable than at other schools, and that

tICT could be attributed in part to the freedom experienced by the

s. Yet, at the rqame time, numermon- programs showed signs

_smtfering educatiost-117. because the IFtudents' attitudes toward

_helr responsibilities in the achool welt,he not yet mature enough

to- A.o!It..: of the freedoms r",i'e.olteWMiett, chairmen suggested the

Ir!"1WAsible attitudes might, in fact, be supported 'by the lack

Viols and demand placed on the stailatts.
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lel.,,ic--permiss±veness causerstudents to ham poor attendamme

class, rehearsals, and pimformances.

Occupations--Studenta-failed tn complete assignments,

at" :mid class ermd keep apnotatments.

301.&zaal EducationHall not (etc.) causedeextreme prot71=pmm

tivh. Special. Etcation students.

EdumatinnAttendamce .poor. Seri:n=3 conflicts

seen phystmal yillsation classes held mzttinors and

:st-Lildents in 1-111='7- stairways-and park.

deign Lame --Attendarece poor. FieldLtr±ps caused

a:ttitional ntee. Stmdents failed tc olpplete homeworit-

ArtStadents-laileUito act responsibly tmvard materials,

supplies, and projeats.

3mainess EducationAttendenne a serious,;nroblea in beginning

-Moing. Some students comb:I.:not work ±ndevendemtly on

programmed materials-

S Shinctions Bch Seem to be Trrdicated:

Qn ,accountability-or control system must be developed to

;seep students not in class from disturbing-- classes which

are session,

7. A field trip oromedure mus':-The developed that will provide

tun aafe-gmards: (a) to guarantee that students under-

mtamd the consequences of ntbesing school and their respon-

1.1!fflity to make:mp class m w ; (b) to guarantee that

aEl teachers conmerned have :advanced warning of the tending

tiad trip.

Au attendange systratwith-eucauntabitlity procedures which

ed teanhers either -o rave students in tWie classroom

ar'U:r know the gad activities of students *larking

Independently a ittesnore benefictal tn some
programs the the pru amdent- teacher nefiationships

which greaten.. -freedom seems to have brought Amt..
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A Problem: Locked Rooms and e Facilities.

Six of the ten departments re .< sntrassed the need for

storage facilities that can be loci : tc prytert supplies, equipment,

class projects, and materials. Tearhers,, ;^ 1. necessity, need to share

rooms; however, it appears that the if r .sy to leave supplies

in the room and guarantee their sale. Peart of this problem may

be tied to the unusual key distribuitnnmamm. Teachers are either

forced to carry a large number of kmrE or t leave the doors

unlocked for the next teacher or lama' 4.;-n saeone with a key. The

storage space in the rooms cannot be-LA.411V,e_

Specific Examples:

a. Health Occupations -- Students lackit responsibility toward

supplies.

b. Special Education - -No secures af stored materials or

items in the classroom.

c. Physical Education--Loss dun tz stealing was high. Required

careful policing by teacherptr= security on storage areas.

d. Foreign Language--Loss of srgip,'-'111-es due to nonexistent storage.

e. Art -- Problems controlling andaucttecting supplies.

f. Business Education -- Problem of security of supplies and

small equipment items.

Specific Solutions Which Are Indicate=

1. Provide locked storage cabinets in most (if not all)

classrooms.

2. Change the key system. Set uprmaster keys for various

wings of the building, and far- groups of rooms

used by teams or departments..

A Problem: Basic Skills Deficiencies.

Two of the departments (and the gay vilitirP-s that would have

cause to discover this situation) nviled a serious deficiency in

students' abilities to use basic skins.



a. Beath Oz.cupatt=----.3tudents lack read, write

and spea_

b. Business aducati=Students type the ia7 they speak (e.rr.---,

....presentt tense.. Need basic alt-als 7r 7-717plify for

busimesr

Specific Solutions:

1. Insure that a basic skills group deve ops a program which

will provide a necessary training for 7t4dents in the

basic skills.

Develop a program that will pr ride 7)ordhanation between

teachers that -Taal aid in the idem=ff-catian of students

with basic skins rigliciencies.

A Problem: Teacher's Responsibilities towana 3tudemins and Toward

Each Other.

There were a number o' types of situa --. ons created by the

irmreased teacher an orisomy and student freedom at Adams which were

not adequately addressed. 'These were parbaccularly the questim af

who was resmonsible Es= groups of students when were mm 74tion

time and free to cire -trlate and assemble :here tiler wished:- .:ate

communication about vaniatas 'different proams in- the school and

conflicts between. :programs when two, inrirrendent'-27 'tad plamed

conflicting actiiri-ti=g&s-

Specific Examplema

a. Health OccupakimsGeneral Education tachers unemere

of Tie,-alth Ocregation Program end-tillatAmmairtance of-the

program.

b. Special EducationNo one would beim oontra.. hall 1pethIftr

(outriAe clasannolm.)

c. PhysirItl Edmcation--Discipaime prop aSt ttain students

mntside of thysical education classes.



d. Foreign Le-age--Field trize pulled students out of class.

e. .rt-Faar -.7mt use art department.

:a:mettle Solutims Seen to be Inch__:ated:

The role .-.;LdLresmonsibility teachers and administrators

must be citeerly spelled ou-.

2. L program=ust be designec_:c provide communication between

all teachers 30 that eal 7,---sarri have an acauaintship

with the V747::±0113 programs :in the school.

3. A need for -a field trip nraedure. (See above)

ftvorable Remarks:

a- _Health Occupations- -Good relations with outside community-.

Students ,?&joyed school "this year."

to. Speci al '''ziiilestion---Good situation established with elective

pro&L .-.students made to l part of the "normal

comity
m- Phyttri.cal 7,111..rmr.ation--aood units for-the girls an personal

defenmers on weight lifting; Tsces worked together

411. rilitime-creanniims--MorpT7P. good bemmeen staff and students.

Sip.rTmtia mmtk eighth gmaders fromrSt. Charles School proviAe

a Enad'opportunity for stude:,:nts at Adams to tutor.

e. litrm--Admi program effective.

Ratn-- Colter and resource center successful.

Health - -Thep it in General Education.

h. Business 'education- -Low drop - .t rate in shorthand.

SE GUUNSELORS

The goals of tine comrselor could-r: listed in great detail but

j7whsirailyconsiated of facilitating rpw,i=tionships between students

and-teEEtchers, ...pftmdents and peers, paremms and teachers, and same-

lzirreEs.tea . and teachers in order to7reach the optimum climate
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for gromth s:7; irle..lvtinals and as a school. The emti7Pais was on

assisting t svudet*- to accept ±imnelf as a north- -while person

who is able co lIve Cm. sonne .-mind of hmtmory7 with himIself and others.

The jab of a caumselor at Adams fell ±to two broad areas:

'Guidance" and "Cannseling".

Guidance

Considerahl effort was required dating the fall to stabilize

scheduling grocer es and to create a system of accountability to

produce a smooth cner--...-"ng school. The lack of established proc.edilveo

and the di- rent =ht.-fir:le at Adams caused confusion, frustration,

and anxiety- for the students, teachers and coutselors. By spring

the schedtaing'prnhlemm were ideilLIfied and m:imy corrected so that

forecaettag far 19770-1971 was acoamplished efficiently.

Career dinning and educationapaArraingleeste handlecf_ Oil an

individual -Amis for "mart of the year. 7iith aupointment of

a. CollegeachoIaratto o- ordinator dur tug. 1 yar, a

that will provide ',nrUmmatian on the various

that are availabLe tts students. There

is &need tr. develop a program at Adams Lillat wf21 provide information

on the vanbaus 'anal programs and aponorthrties available for

our students.

Muth time was recx1red to evaluate and not-r_ty students of

araduaTJAIN requ774/MWents. Especially presses 'oac the need to

era: Pate junior Atud@tts 7,0 tteu "fl theymmult qualify for graduation

fl 197L. The prstdemmaims compounded because elf transcripts coming

Tun a variety of schogeln and lack of tnformation an a student's

past academic patterns.

Counseling

The staff' seemed to have greater demands for counseldng service

than hat teem experienced in other schools. They made :an effort to
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be identified az being "helpful -persons" and feel this is part of

the reason for the increased demand..

One immrtant area of permonal counseling that occurred fre-

quently was dealing with a cor-Fnlct between pr'rerrts and students.

Generally the situation vas one of parents being "uptight'" with

Adams and the student being -"pro-Adams." One counselor made the

following intuitive perception. of this type of conflict:

"The counselor became involved at the request of counselee
or parent; however, the party requesting counseling service
was interested in using the counselor in the pnwer struggle."

The dounselors often found. themselves on the firing line for

what would be clonsidered "publim relations", generally with parents

either singly or in groups.

(Ether areas of aounsiPling that were me m..:.a to Adams dealt

with such topics as how General Education related to familiar

programs, concern over tonal gradeszndhe Adams evaluation

system; also, far some sus it was necessry tc, exp7ore the

difference between "freedom" and a fflioense to cloy that one wanted".

Tbe openness of faculty and staff provfded an atmo3c7lere for

students to be comfortable and to feel free to .ex.nress concerns.

As 4 r@gult, many personal emblems were brought to a "head",

brought out into the open. The aounseltmg staff felt that the

problems usually were not -caused by Adams Elea School.



TEAM LEAD MS

In an attempt to discover the problem areas of the various

teams interviews were conducted of a sample of team leaders and

core teachers. In addition an analysis was made of documents

that were produced by all teams during the year.

A Problem: Variation of Team Composition, Permanence. Organization,
and Team Teaching Procedure.

A great deal of variation in team composition took place

throughout the year. Teams worked in groups of two or three to

seven or eight. In one house the seven-member teams stayed together

for most of the year. In another, ale triad stayed together for

most of the year. In yet another, one triad stayed together for

half the year, and this became the nucleus for a full seven-person

team in the last eleven weeks. In some cases the team concept

was more of a content planning experience, with each of the members

to cover a specific part of the problem. The students were split

up and rotated through the team's teachers who were more or less

on their on as to how they executed the plan. In others, teams

meant more than one teacher working simultaneously with a group

of students.

It should be clear that a n.'mber of the models of team operation

which eventually developed were rather different from the seven

or eight person interdisciplinary team which originally guided

the notion of having teams in General Education. This was, of

course, to be expected. General Education was too new a concept

to be rigidly bound by a particular model, and experimentation

was encouraged.

However, from an inquiry point of view, an agreement to attempt

to run General Education teams along one, or two, or three specific

models of team operation would be best. Such an attempt would
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generate data about which kind of model seems to wJrk best for

what kind of situation. Necessary modifications in the specified

models, after a sincere attempt to run the team according to the

model, becomes then a valuable contribution to knowledge about

team operation.

The above data indicated the need for some discussion of the

following issues:

1. Which models of team operation seemed to work best for

what kinds of situations?

2. What should the ideal model(s) of team operation for

General Education be?

3. How many models should be permitted?

Such discussions are continuing.

A Problem: Sex. Age, and Experience as Factors in Composition
of Teams.

In the orginal model of team composition there was some attempt

to seek balance in terms of experience, age and sex. In all teams

where the composition became unbalanced, some problems developed.

Problems of supervision on extended field trips resulted if there

were not equal numbers of men and women teachers. Experienced

teachers on teams which were made up largely with inexperienced

teachers found that additional effort and responsibility waF!

required. The two female team leaders faced some problems in that

role when dealing with male team members.

Questions raised:

1. What should the sex/age composition be?

2. Which combination appears to work most/least successfully?

3. What would be the most desirable way tc deal with the

issue if serious difficulty in team operation seems to

stem from age and sex factors in the composition of teams?



4. Should sex/age factors be taken into account in the selection

of future teams and hiring of personnel for year :three?

A Problem: Team Unity.

The problem of team unity elicited very strong respca;es,

,both negative and positive. Most of those interviewed indicated

the crucial necessity for teams to pull together if they were to

be successful. In answer to the question "Did the team 1_1:11

together?" the responses ranged from "very well" to "a disaster".

A variety of reasons were given as being factors in the praaem,

such as:

a. Incompatible personalities of individuals, such th-t it

made team unity difficult to impossible.

b. Some members insisting on doing his/her own thing.

c. Disregard by some of the feelings of other individuals

on the team.

d. Lack of acceptance of responsibility toward the team effort.

e. Copping out on team tasks.

f. Ego tripping at the expense of team effort.

Differences in style, technique, and methodology caused friction

within some teams. Lack of understanding in clear terms of the

team's goals and/or ways of achieving those objectives were given

as reasons for disunity.

Another factor mentioned several times was the dual nature

of intern trainees' obligations toward the parent college course-

work/classes and their obligations to the Adams program and the

team effort. This resulted in some team members not showing up

for planning sessions, or leaving early before plans were completed,

and therefore, not really being "with it" when the team tried to

execute the plan.

There appeared to be a correlation between the extent of team

unity and the length of time the team worked together. Those few



teams whose membership remained intact through most of the yea:-

experienced a greater degree of team unity than those teams that

changed around after each unit or grading period.

Because of the stated concerns of team leaders and team teachers

as to the importance of unity within the team, it would seem important

to examine some of the following questions:

1. What are the factors that enhance team unity?

2. What are some symptoms of disunity within the team?

3. When the team can't/Won't pull together, how will it be

handled?

4. What, if any, are the effects on learner outcomes when

the team is "not together"?

5. Can the problem of intern trainee commitment be resolved?

A number of these questions are presently being confronted.

A Problem: Team Planning.

A correlation between the extent of unity within a team and

successful team planning is evident. On those teams which were

unable to pull together, planning was difficult and in 30MR cases

very frustrating. Good planning had-some of the following ingredients.

Team members:

a. "Knew where they were at."

b. Had general agreement on objectives and methods.

c. W;)rked out philosophical differences easily and with

minimal friction.

d. Were punctual and stayed with the task until completed

and workable. (This ingredient was reported to have a

corresponding high energy drain and time sacrifice.)

As the more successful teams gained experience in team planning,

the task became less onerous and less time consuming.
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Two special issues were most often mentioned in connection

with planning: Time, and space.

The Time Factor:

When planning was held during the school day, it was often

cut short due to special bell schedules, and always limited to

one 40 minute period. This was reported to leave planning "up

in the air" at the "ring of the bell".

When planning time was held at the end of day, it often

extended into the evening, sometimes beyond 6:00 p.m. While this

gave more time to plan, team members were exhausted from the day's

teaching with consequent loss in team planning efficiency.

Physical Environment for Planning -- Team planning rooms were less

than successful as an environment for efficient planning. Reasons

given were:

a. Too noisy, too crowded.

b. Excessive interruptions by students, visitors, other

teachers.

c. The telephone (in planning rooms that had them) was a

source of annoyance during planning sessions.

Teams often found it necessary to find other areas in which

to plan: Resource Centers, unused rooms (not available for the

second year), faculty lounge, and the faculty dining room were

some of the alternatives. Some teams found it helpful to meet

and plan away from Adams. (Again a sacrifice on time, and an

energy drain.)

Since it was agreed that successful planning was very important

to successful team teaching, these problems raise these issues:

a. Can planning take place if the team is "not together"?

If so, how? What are effective and efficient ways to

reach agreement on objectives and methods?
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b. What is the best way to deal with philosophical and

ideological differences among team members?

c. How can punctuality and attendance be handled if it becomes

a problem?

d. Can anything be done about the problem of interns'

priorities?

e. Can the scheduling of in-service courses for staff, as

well as trainees, be done so as to minimize planning

interruptions, particularly for teams operating late in

the day?

For the second year all of the team planning operations are

concentrated in one large open area. The in-service General

Education seminar is attempting to resolve a number of these

issues.

A Problem: Assignment of Tasks on the Team.

The assigning of individual tasks to team members was handled

on some teams by the team leader. On others, each member took

responsibility for some phase of the nuts and bolts type chores

on a volunteer basis. The latter seemed easier in smaller groupings,

such as teams Of three or four, when people knew what had to be

done and went ahead'and did it. On larger teams, tasks were

generally assigned. The major difficulties reported were:

a. Team members were assigned or volunteered to do certain

tasks and did not deliver.

b. Some team members were not pulling their weight or were

copping out.

c. Some team members were absent or late when a specific

input was planned, and were not filled in by the team

leader or team members.

d. The "let George do it" attitude.

On some teams these difficulties were overlooked or ignored,

with some team member picking up the slack and letting it ride.
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Two teams reported this as a source of real friction on the teams

which was never successfully resolved. This raises cone issues:

a. How will the assignment of tasks be handled?

b. Should the team leader come on as the "heavy" or is it

the group's responsibility to deal with a malingerer?

How should each do it?

c. How can a team fill in members who had to be absent?

Again, these questions are under consideration.

A Problem: Recordkeeping

Attendance, journals, notebooks, and pupil evaluation were

handled in a variety of waysby the different houses. On some

teams these were done by the team leaders and curriculum associates;

on others it was handled by some member(s) of the team. Attendance

and credit records particularly demanded a large portion of team

leaderS, time and energy. Generally, team teachers took care of

notebooks, journals, and evaluations of students. Where small

groups were rotated through several teachers on the team, the

evaluations became more complex and difficult.

There did not appear to be any pattern or "best way" to handle

these recordkeeping chores. It was stated, however, that it is

imperative that time be allotted in the schedule to take care of

this problem. One house gave up their legal holiday on November 11

to do evaluations. Team teaching would seem to imply team evalu-

ations; therefore, the necessity of some kind of "duty free"

evaluation day to accomplish the task.

Since no clear method showed as being better than another,

each team will undoubtedly work out its own. But it is foreseeable

that some difficulties may arise. The following seemed to be some

areas in need of clarification:

a. Who has the ultimate responsibility for recordkeeping on

the team?
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b. What kinds of records will be kept by teachers and team

leaders? Curriculum associates? Counselors? How will

this be coordinated?

c. How about the "evaluation day" problem? Can this be

worked into the schedule?

d. Are some types of records going to be kept by counselors

in the counseling area, and others kept in team offices

in the lower quad? Possible communication problem here!

e. Will there be a clear division of labor on the team for

recordkeeping?

f. Would a unified method for all teams be desirable?

Major improvements in the centralization and standardization

of records have been incorporated for the second year of operation.

A Problem: The Effectiveness of Team Teaching Over the Self -
Contained Classroom

Most teachers and team leaders who participated in the team

approach saw many more advantages in the team method. Those most

given were:

a. Teams provided a wider variety of experiences and input

in lessons and problem solving.

b. Teams provided wider perspective on approaching a problem.

c. Team teaching was seen as better for teacher growth.

d. Trainees were offered a wider variety of experience in

different teacher methods and styles.

e. Teaming required a greater amount of teacher self-discipline,

which was valuable.

f. Working more extensively with adult colleagues in the same

room, as well as in planning, was seen as valuable.

g. Teams provided the opportunity to interact and learn from

one another.



A PrI-7±fem= Cooperation With Specialist Areas:

1 a7aestion of participation by the Apecialist areas in

General Education programs brought divergent responses ranging

from "excellent" to "impossible".

Generally when requests for assistance from specialists were

made, it occurred on a one-to-one stasis, rather than through a

department- Some team made littl* or no demands on specialists.

Some taaam-atillizedLalmariety of annistance from specialist areas .

SingleEzszt as partramtlarly helpful to General Education Trojects

were als ilagrephic arts, drafting technology, wood

tech naffngy6 home economics, art, men's physical education. This

is noissarilyilitended to imply that other areas were less

coopersthme. It may :be simply that cooperation was not feasible

or poskafthe at the

LLD

The Ocererel opinion was that there should be a greater degree

of intentian between the specialist areas and General Education

teams for thhe unique contributions that specialists can offer for

the =rnpremeszent tffthe entire school program. It appeared that

these- qqgiuttions mtght be looked at by General Education teams:

a. mat is the best way to achieve cooperation between General

Education teams and specialists?

b. Should specialists be assigned on a part-time basis to

General Education teams?

c. Should specialists be selected on the basis of possible

partnership in the General Education program?

d. Is it realistic in terms of schedule demands and class

load to expect specialists to be able to participate

meaningfully in General Education projects.

e. What are some methods of closing the so called "real or

imagined" communications gap between the areas?



A Problem: Use of Media Center.

If there was any area in which there appeared to be general

agreement, it was the feeling that fiT.zr, tooperation and service

rendered to the General Education prosmirtythe Media Cerf;er was

generally excellent. Again as in oti72=sas, the extensiveness

of'use seemed to correlate with the mmum--=lerrsrieneed and long-lived

teams. This was particularly true of-larze scale simulations. The

most often mentioned useful contribmttizaasslOrteedia were:

a. Lifting and replay of netwo2ficTparans of merit.

b. Recording of simulation expe nc uT rep-lay of same.

c. Replaying of video tapes to SEMmorq "our: II groups simul-

taneously.

d. Extensive use of films, filmstrips, and other visuals.

e. Use of graphic artist productions,.

Taking into account the difficult that equipment was not ready

to go at the start of year, service and use appeared to accelerate

as equipment became usable. Some teachers expressed, some concern

at not being able to use media to a greater extent and indicated

lack of efficient team planning as the- reason.

In view of the fact that seven teams be operating during

the second year, it seems likely that demands anmee of media will

be greater, so:

a. What method of scheduling services and equipment would

be most efficient?

b. Would it be desirable for teams to have certain basic

equipment assigned to it,e.g.,sound film projector, overhead

projector, record player, tape recorder, slide projector,

and these stored in the area of use?

c. Can media center personnel be included in team planning

of a particular unit where there would be extensive use

of the service?



General Education Experiences That ...Seemed Successful

Some teams had success with rolP playing in Large Groups.

Teacher participation in the role 7,5Tay and interaction with stuev.:47:.

in Large Groups was thought to be mf real value. With other teem.

role playing was thought too t in. large Groups ;4agi conf±nea

to medium or small groups.

Simulations in Large Groups wnrked waft with several teams.

Use of television me*i was thought to be an important stimulus

to wiffer student partleipation-

Frequent field tadps out of the. building to downtown Portland

and in the Adamnicommunity for such things as surveys, was thought

by some teams to be a valuable way to utilize community resources

in the GeneralIEducation curriculum.

Good full feature films in large groups, such as Raisin in

the Sun, The Pawnbroker, and Lord of the Flies with good follow-up

discussion was deemed valuable for several teams-.

Utilization of the full range of skills and mbilities of

team members, allowing for a. rich variety of input, was valuable

to the team and the students.

Use of student journals was a successful function with several

teams. Instant feedback'from the student, reactions to a particular

presentation, student feelings about a particular experience allowed

for immediate corrections or revisions of team planning. It was

also felt to be a more personal line of communication between student

and teacher.

The inclusion of students in team planning sessions worked

very well with some teams. This gave some students a sense of



participation in cur - culum content decisions and methods of

operation. It also prmvided teams with v...luable input from the

students point of view as to how well or moor a particular

presentation was executed. It also h1 -pad to increase trust and

rapporttetween teadhers and students.

Some Areas Rested to Need Further DeveJ4.2-pment

Teams 0.1n1 teachers from diverse aoanemic backgrounds; able

to reach of their specialties. and generate inquiry in a broad

spectrum tt-

Teammmbers must share a sense of commitment concerning

ideas, content and methodology of the General Education program.

Trust amt sense of lanmmum are thought to be important to

successful teaming. Some consensus in philosophy and ideology

without hindering-the creativity and individuality of the individual,-

was stated to be important to team success.

Some teachers felt:frustrated because they wanted to team

-teach and have a large ;group experience but could not because the

composition of the-team did not permit it.

Conclusion:

This eummary is anattempt to raise some questions about the

events, both good and bad, of General Education during the past

year. Because the four houses were given a large degree of autonomy

in mode of operation, the results of this observation shows many

differences in the way groups operate. The issues raised provide

a starting point for continuing improvement of our General. Education

program.
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ATTITUDES OF ADLMS STUDENTS =WARD THEZHOOL:
THE :SCHOOL EYVIEKNMENT

One of the major hypotheses which guided much of the planning

and operation of Adams High School from the very beginning was the

belief that until there were major Changes in the nature of the

environtnent of a .school, tinkering with what happened inside a

classroom could. not have much effect. Me believed that in terms

of relaTAve impact, a student is certain to be much more powerfully

influenced by the way the institution forces him to behave, by the

way it treats him, than he is by the particular "instructional" ex-

periences which happen within the classrooms.

After the disorganization and disorder of the first few days

had abated, it was clear that the atmosphere at Adams was different,

quite markedly sa. Students- were mobile, active, often noisy. In-

formal groups of teachers and students could be men talking in-

tensely in the halls at all times. Mhdle unconmanilled or destruc-

tive behavior was quite rare, the freedom, the movement, the bustle

was not what one ordinarily associated with schools.

The key question became, was the new environment an education-

ally sound one, an improvement over the traditional school environ-

ment, or was it merely different? A key component of such an assess-

ment was the attitudes, the self-reports, of the students in the

school. lije had written objectives which irve-ntified changes in

student attitudes which would be indicative of a healthier educa-

tional atmosphere. A systematic attempt to ascertain students'

attitudes toward the school was in order.

Interviews were selected as the instrument most likely to yield

the richest information. Questions were developed to tap attitudes

in certain key areas: student-teacher interpersonal relationships;

race-relationships; involvement in curriculum; parents' attitudes

toward school; attitudes toward rules and freedom; and attitudes

toward the house system.
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One hundred students were selected at random. Sixty interviews

were conducted by twelve stzff members -- five interviews apiece.

Subjects were assigned to interviewers rands 1y, except that no

student was interviewed by-a staff member from his house. This

was done to minimize any fears a student might have in being

completely frank.

Sixty interviews were conducted: twenty were it -,'1 inter-

views; twenty were in randomly combined groups of tIrstuclents;

and twenty were in friendship groups: the original .b.,,iLizet and two

friends he selected. Inthisway the sixty interviws=eached

140 students -- 100 from the original sample as d the fmmty chosen

friends. The group interview was used in tip hie 'tThyt the chance

for students to argue and dtscuss their poi- rits tf view during the

interview, and to contribute to each other's mmswers, might produce

more interesting and complex amswers and tend to reduce-the influence

of the interviewer. Interviews took from forty minutes to something

over an hour. A total of 133 .students were actually interviewed

during the month of December, 1969.

Summary of the December Interviews-

The data from the interviews were coded and tabulated. However,

for the purposes of presenting this set of data, :a summary narrative

appears most appropriate.

The general impression was thatin terms of affective clithate,

Adams had made great strides in humanizing the school. Certainly

the students at Adams felt the sense of community. They talked

about the spirit, the atmosphere, the variety of the school life.

They were enthusiastic about the school community -- they defended

the school against criticism from outside, were infuriated at un-

favorable publicity, and thought that students in other schools

envied them.
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They talked of their teachers a great deal. Over and over,

they used glowing words to describe the quality of their relation-

ships with teachers. They were acutely aware of the real possibil-

ities for intimate friendships between themselves and teachers, and

almost all had embraced the chance to "really" know teachers with

delight and a bit of incredulity.

Some were feeling pressure from home about the school -- their

parents didn't think they were learning enough, or that they were

not really doing enough work. Except insofar as conflict at home

or troubles with neighboring shopkeepers may have caused our stu-

dents discomfort, however (there is some evidence that it did),this

was not of great concern to them. Many expressed the idea that if

outsiders would just keep away, everything would be fine -- or almost

everything. The usual configuration of parents and teachers in

league against adolescents had, to a large extent, been transformed

to one in which adolescents and teachers were aligned against parents.

They talked of freedom a great deal. They used the word in

describing their relations with teachers, and they used it in ex-

plaining why it was easy for them to make friends among other

students. They talked of freedom in describing classes, too, and

the choices given them there, their freedom to pursue their own

interests, and the ways they spent their unassigned time.

Most said they liked the freedom, but for others it was a mixed

blessing. SometiMes it seemed more like confusion and license than

freedom. "Other students" behaved badly, wasted their time, got

into fights. Some were worried about the credentials, and require-

ments, the sequences, the facts. To be sure, their teachers were

patient and willing to help them, to listen to them, to be friends

with them ---but were they demanding what the students would have

to master in order to complete a "proper" high school education?

That kind of freedom, the freedom from imposed work pressure, made

some worry about what their chances would be if they wanted to go to

college.



A great deal more anxiety might have been expected concerning

the relaxed atmosphere and the placement of responsibility for

learning on the student than our respondents told ue about. And

what anxiety was there seemed balanced by the exultation that some

other students revealed at being permitted to think for themselves.

It required little to infer that it was the intimate relationships

with teachers that enabled many students to tolerate and even thrive

in the face of so much ambiguity. Many did fail in their first

attempts to face responsibility; many still had not.completely

faced it, but the teachers kept their part of the bargain. They

were still delighted to help them take responsibility and were

still refusing to take it for them. Throughout these difficulties,

the teachers seemed.to offer warm support, friendship, and perhaps

confidence, and this seemed to have been the key factor in student

survival.

In many schools, rigid rules and authoritarian teachers are

identified by students as being what's wrong with the institution.

The Adams students, however, tended to blame each other. Certainly

there were things wrong with the school --some classes were boring,

the student senate wasn't doing anything, the halls were noisy,

belongings were stolen, the lunchroom was hectic, things weren't

organized -- but it was students who caused these problems.

It seemed safe to suggest that the norms of the school were

more ambiguous, less predictable, less rigid, and less authori-

tarian than student6 were accustomed to, and that because of

this, relationships among students had likely altered. After all,

student discipline problems are not usually the concern of students,

except insofar as they, as individuals, are involved. A school

official is responsible: it's his concern. Concern was clearly

shared at Adams; given this, it was not surprising that many students

mentioned discipline problems. To a far greater extent than in other

schools, the educational tasks of the faculty in such a school would

include helping students assume new attitudes and responsibilities

toward adults and each other.



Was the school climate better for this? One way to look at the

situation was that students were beginning to assume responsibility

for what happened'in classes, in the school as a whole. Such an

experience could be highly educational, as students learned about

Self-government, regulation of the community, self-exploration

through the process of grappling with those issues in the school.

Another way to look at it, however, was that location of blame had

merely shifted, from the adults to other students. Responsibility

for school ills still lay elsewhere, only the elsewhere had become

other students.

We weren't certain which interpretati6n carried the most truth.

Probably both interpretations were correct. The school was differ-

ent. Students were learning to accept responsibility, to grapple

with critical issues of the school. They just had a ways to go.

However, the issue of student behavior was closely linked to

race relations. White students expressed many concerns about the

behavior of black students, and the way in which teachers dealt

with them. 'Mbre distressing, many white students expressed discour-

agement over black students' behavior. They didn't see that anything

could be done about it, and certainly they didn't see that anything

they were doing might cause it. Black students agreed that black

students were.unruly, but thought it was to some extent in response

to white prejudice.

It seemed possible that a permissive institution exacerbated

conflict among students, encouraged scapegoating, and fostered

racial stereotyping. The picture was one of discouragement, fear

and moral superiority on the part of whites; fear of being rebuffed,

defensive arrogance, and aggressivity on the part of blacks. Be-

tween the two groups, there was almost no communication about that

particular problem.



Overall, the data obtained through the interviews was extreme-

ly valuable, not so much in revealing what problems existed, but in

showing how the students felt about them, and how extensive they

judged them to be. For example, we knew that many parents were

unhappy about aspects of the school; we discovered that in the judg-

ment of the students, the number was smaller than we would have

guessed, and the students did not seem very disturbed by it. (That

is not to say that no problem existed, of course.) We knew that

teachers were doing a good job in getting to know the students; we

found out that they were doing much more than that -- they were mak-

ing the real difference, as far as the students were concerned. We

knew that we had behavior problems, especially among the black stu-

dents; we found out that many students were deeply concerned about

these problems and saw them not only as a threat to themselves, but

to the future of the school. We also discovered that these con-

cerns were extremely difficult for them to discuss in mixed groups.

The May Attitude Survey

All in all the data from the December interviews were exciting.

The question became, could Adams continue to move in the direction

of improving the positive attitudes, or were they merely a result of

the new school and new environment, and would rapidly diminish.

In May, 1970, students' attitudes toward the school were again

sought. At this time the interviews, in essentially the same form

as had been previously administered, were given again, this time to

a random sample of 40 students. A questionnaire developed from re-

sponses given in the December interviews was given to an additional

random sample of 130 students.
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In the questionnaire students were presented with 71 statements

about the school (drawn from responses made in the December inter-

views). Each statement was followed by a five-point rating scale,

with a pair of adjectives describing the poles of the rating scale.

Three adjective pairs were used depending on the nature of the state-

ment: Always Never; True False; and "ghee Disagree.

Three examples taken from the questionnaire will illustrate

the format:

1. Black students and white students feel relaxed about participa-
ting in class-discussions together.

Always Never Don't know

2. Compared to last year, I am learning more this year.

Agree 0
3. My parents think Adams is a good school.

True

Disagree Don't know

False Don't know

The questions in the instrument dealt with six areas:

1. Relationships between teachers and students
2. Attitudes toward the house system and house

membership
3. Race relationships: between teachers and

students, among students, between various
racial groups and the curriculum of the
school

4. The curriculum
5. Rules and freedom
6. Parents' opinions of the school

In each of these areas Adams High School had a set of defined

objectives about how the students should be reacting, and using these

objectives, a correct or desired answer was determined for each ques-

tion. For the most part this was not a difficult determination: re-

sponses were considered positive if a student, for example, indicated

that he liked rather than disliked his teachers, or thought that he

had learned much rather than little, or that he thought his parents
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were favorable toward the school; responses were considered nega-

tive if a student indicated, for example, that he thought racial

problems were severe, or that the curriculum was inadequate, or

that more direction from teachers was needed. The actual state-

ments to which the students responded were varied so that some were

phrased in the positive, and some in the negative, as, for example,

55. I have learned a lot from class discussion.

True False Don't know

56. I'm not learning as much as I would be in another school.

Agree Disagree Don't know

Responses were recorded by assigning a value to each answer

of each question; these values were then averaged to arrive at a

group score for every question. A response indicating the strongest

possible agreement with the statement would be scored "1" and so on

through "5", which would indicate the strongest possible disagreement

with the statement. The following response, for example, would be

scored "3":

32. Blacks are afraid of whites.

True X False Don't know

A "don't know" response was not scored, and was not averaged

into the total number of responses to that question. Therefore,

the number of respondents varies somewhat from question to question.

For the purposes of this report all scores have been trans-

formed so that a score of 1.00 is the most negative opinion pos-

sible, and a 5.00 is the most positive. In all of the following

tables, the higher the score, the more favorable the attitude or

response.
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7..e discuss below the data gathered duTing May, and compare it

to the December data. Because the area of race relations appeared

so important in the December data, we have analyzed the data in two

ways: in terms of the total sample, and in terms of the differences

in attitudes of black and white students. One set of questions dealt

specifically with race relations, and will be considered first.

Since parent opinions are discussed in a separate section, and

Houses have been abolished for the coming year, these two sections

of data from the questionnaire have been deleted from this report.

Attitudes Toward Race Relations

A number of the questions on both the interviews and the ques-

tionnaire dealt directly with race-relations among students. We

will deal with the interview data first, comparing the May re-

sults to the December results; then with the May questionnaire; and

finally we will attempt to make some general conclusions about the

changes in race-relations from December to May.

Comparison of the Interview Data -- December to May

The responses to the interview question, "What are the main pro-

blems between the black students and white students here?" were cate-

gorized into four groups:

No problem, very little: All responses placed here indicated

that the respondent had seen very little or no evidence of ra-

cial problems, or that he regarded racial problems as insignif-

icant.

Blacks at fault: All responses which indicated that black students

caused whatever problems there were belonged in this category.

Whites at fault: All responses which pointed to the :white stu-

dents' behavior or attitudes as responsible for racial pro-

blems were placed here.



Both sides responsible: Responses in this category were those

which attributed any problem to mutual prejudice, unfamili-

arity-with each other's backgrounds or life styles, or mutual

hostility.

Cuestion: What are the main Qroblems between the black students

and the white students here?

December May
Interview Interview
(n ..143) (n . 40)

No problem, very little 26% 35,
Blacks at fault 36% 20%

.,Ihites at fault 6% 12%

Both sides responsible 32% 33.

Perhaps the most significant finding revealed by these tables

is that a substantial number of students in December, as well as

in May, did not perceive any racial problems in the school.

there was reason to be somewhat skeptical of these reports in Decem-

ber, because outbreaks of conflict between whites and blacks had

occurred, the fact that the numbers of students who perceived ra-

cial problems as insignificant or nonexistent increased by May tends

to lend credibility to the first figure.

L decided shift away fr6m blaming black students for racial

problems. took place by spring. This suggests that students began

to have different insights as to the causes of racial problems, and

in particular, to perceive that whites carried some responsibility

as well.

Nhen for the same question the responses of white students are

separated from those of black students, some additional insights are

possible:
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Question: That are the main problems between the black students and

white students here?

December Interview

White responses
(n = 120)

Black responses
(n = 23)

No problem, very little 22 44%
Blacks at fault 40% 20%
Whites at fault 3% 16%
Both sides responsible 350 2o%

May Interview

White responses
(n = 25)

Black responses
(n = 15)

No problem, very little 32% 40%
Blacks at fault 28% 7%
Whites at fault 12% 130
Both sides responsible 28% 40%

In December, more black students than-whites judged that prob-

lems were insignificant; in May, blank students maintained their view,

while the perceptions of white students moved considerably closer to

the blacks'. By May it appears that racial problems were seen as

relatively mild by both black and white students, and white stu-

dents had become much less alarmed about race relations than they

previously had been.

In May, as in December, white students tended to blare black

students more than whites for existing problems, but the percent-

age dropped substantially, while more blame tended to be shifted to

white students. Interestingly, black students also named blacks

as responsible for racial problems less in May than they had in

December, but there appeared no corresponding trend toward blaming

whites; rather, they placed responsibility on both groups equally.

A comparison of students' responses in December with those given

in May seems to reveal a healthy trend: not only did students as a

whole (and white students particularly) judge that racial problems

were reduced during the year, but responsibility for problems which

did exist was no longer placed so heavily upon the shoulders of one

group--the blacks. This trend toward the acceptance of mutual re-

sponsibility for friction and misunderstanding, rather than the scape-

goating of one group, suggests that racial polarization diminished

over the year.
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May Questionnaire Data

Responses to questions in the May ouestionnaire which concerned

students' perceptions of race relations can be examined in two ways.

It is important to know the extent to which all students agreed or

disagreed with the statements presented, and also the extent to

which black students and white students held different views of

each question.

We would expect, for example, given the responses to the inter-

view question just analyzed (What are the main problems between the

black and the white students here?), to find that both black and

white students would hold similar views of the questionnaire state-

ment, "Black and white students at Adams are as far as ever from

getting along." That is, both groups would disagree with it.

To look first at the data for the entire sample, the mean

scores for each of the fourteen items appear as follows:

Rank Order of Questions from High to Low
Based on Mean Scores of A11 Students

Question Mean Score

13. Racial problems are more serious at Adams than 4,4

at .other integrated schools in Portland

50. I can honestly say that I don't particularly 4.3

want friends of another race

32. Blacks are afraid of whites 4.1

9. Black and white students at Adams are as far

as ever from getting along 3.7

21. Whites don't want to include black students

in school activities 3.6

*28. I feel truly close to at least one other Adams

student who is a member of a different race

from my own 3.6



Question

15. Black students don't want to include white

students in school activities

30. White students blame black students for every-

thing that's wrong with the school

33. I feel that if I expressed my true feelings

about the o'ller race, I would be in for

trouble

10. Most black students don't seem interested in

classes

4. Most white students don't seem interested in

classes
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Mean Score

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.4

3,3

* 1. Black students and white students feel relaxed

about participating in class discussions together 3.0

63. I feel that black students are expected to make

most of the moves toward racial understanding 3.0

37. Whites are afraid of blacks. 2.9

To interpret this chart properly, it is important to recall

that a high score indicates that students had a positive attitude,

in terms of the goals of the school. For all save those marked with

an asterisk, this meant that students disagreed with the statement

as presented.

It was striking that on a five point scale, with 3.0 as the mid-

point, students averaged above the midpoint on all except one item.

Overall, students indicated highly favorable opinions of the racial

situation between students at Adams.

An analysis of some subsets of the questions is more reveal-

ing.
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If we look only at the questions which deal with race rela-

tionships in class, we find that they cluster near the bottom of

the list:

Question

10. Most black students don't seem interested in

classes

4. Most white students don't seem interested in

classes

* 1. Black students and white students feel relaxed

about participating in class discussions to

gether

Mean Score

3.4

3.3

3.0

The combined mean is 3.23. This would tend to indicate that

any race problem in the school centered around class activities.

Neither blacks nor whites seemed particularly interested in class,

and integrated classrooms seemed to have had some tension.

If we look just at the statements which dealt with personal feel-

ings about race problems, and rather global racial attitudes, the dif-

ference is rather striking:

Question

13. Racial problems are more serious at Adams than

at other integrated schools in Portland.

50. I can honestly say that I don't particularly

want friends of another race

Mean Score

4. 4

4.3

9. Black and white students at Adams are as far

as ever from getting along 3.7

*28. I feel truly close to at least one other Adams

student who is a member of a different race

from my own

-3: I feel that if I expressed my true feelings

about the other race, I would be in for trouble

3.6

3.5
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Here the combined mean is 3.90. It would appear that in in-

dividual attitudes and feelings, race relationships were much less

a problem than in specific instances of school interaction. Notice

from the original list that it was denied that either group wanted

to exclude the other from school activities, and whites apparent-

ly shared in the blame for what's wrong with the school. But class-

room interaction was a problem.

The two questions dealing with fear provide an interesting

analysis:

Question Mean Score

32. Blacks are afraid of whites 4.1

37. Whites are afraid of blacks 2.9

Apparently, both blacks and whites denied that blacks were

afraid. Both blacks and whites saw whites an being much more afraid

of blacks. Since fear inhibits honest relationships, these two

questions reveal a considerable source of tension which should be

addressed.

If the responses of black and white students are separated, the

interpietatiOn becomes even more interesting.

students held similar views of the following:

Both black and white

Question Diff. B

13. Racial problems are more serious at .1 4.3 4.4

Adams than at other integrated schools

in Portland

9. Black and white students at Adams are

. as far as ever from getting along .1 3.6 3.7

*28. I feel truly close to at least one

other Adam6 student who is a member of

a different race from my on .1 3.7 3.6



Question Diff. B Ii

33. I fe,1 that if I expressed =-y true

feelings about them other race,

would be in for trouble 3.7 3.5

63. I fed that black studenz are

expected to :_ake Lost of the

yoves toward racial understanding .2 2.9 3.1

* 1. Black students and white students

feel relaxed about participating

in class discussions together .3 3.2 2.9
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In su: kh,.v ra: 4rbl, .a A..ch skrious at

;.1,1,s than ats oth,.r schools, U'4at black anu wtitc students were

closLr to gettitg along, that they did have close friends from the

other race, and that there was sufficient honesty so that they

could express their true fealres withba Tk.ar. They both felt

that blacks were asked to do their share toward pror4ting racial

understanding, but not :ore than their share. They also ad: fitted

their lack of comfort at participation together in class activities,

whites being somewhat Lore uneasy than blacks.

Statements showing disagreement are :_:ore revealing. The fear

issue, for instance, takes the following form:

Question piff. B W

32. Blacks are afraid of whites .4 4.4 ,0

37. Whites are afraid of blacks .6 2.4 3.0

Blacks absolutely denied they were afraid of whites.

Whites tended to agree that they were not. Blacks saw whites as

being afraid of them. Whites did not deny it.
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The issue of interest in classes it ecually intriguing:

Question Diff. B tir

4?. Most black students don't seem in-

terested in classes .4 3.5 3.1

10. Most white students don't seem in-

terested in classes 1.0 2.6 3.6

Both races claimed to be interested in classes, at least some-

what. In each case the other race tended to deny that claim: black

students, in Tirrticular, denied that whites were nearly as inter-

ested in classes as they maintained.

On the issue of inclusion in student activit, the same split

appeared:

Question

15. Black students don't want to include
white students in school activities

21. Whites don't want to include black

students in school. activitiesryl,

Diff. B

4.o 3.3

.7 D.1 3.8

Blacks denied they wanted to exclude whites, but whites weren't

so sure of this.

Whites denied they wanted to exclude blacks, and likewise, blacks

were skeptical.

Finally, blacks felt very strongly that whites blamed them for

everything that went wrong:

Question Diff. B

30. White students blame black students

for everything that's wrong with the

school 1.3 2.4 3.7
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Blacks felt they were smpegoates, but whites didn't agree.

This particular difference in perception is so large as to call

for some definite action to reduce the gap.

As with the interview data, the questionnare data tended to

confirm that by the end of the schocl year, racial tension was less

serious. The particular areas of race tension seemed to be classes

and school activities. It would appear, then, that as of last spring,

students felt the most racial tension and conflict not in informal

'relations, but in the classroom, and in organized school activities.

Some other factors aside from racial prejudice.per se seemed to be

operating here, as the other categcries of questionnaire data re-

veal, and they should be considered in conjunction with these find-

ings.

Attitude toward the Student-Teacher Relationship

Comparison of Interview Data--December to May

The relationship with teachers was seen as the distinctive char-

acteristic by more students in December than in May:

Question: Adams was planned to be different from other schools.

Do you think it is different? In what way?

December Interview
All Black White

(n = 133) (n = 23) (n = 10)

Relationship with teachers 22% 22% 22%

May Interview
All Black White
(n = 40) (n = 15) (n = 25)

Relationship with teachers 7-156 4% 13i%
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While it appears that relationships with teachers became less

important in the eyes of students as the factor distinguishing

Adams from other schools, these relationships seem to have remained

very positive:

Question: Adams was planned to be different from other schools.

Do you think it is different? In what way? is it a difference you

like?

December Interview
All

(n = 29)

Yes I like it 913;-:;

Yes I like it

May Interview
All

(n = 3)

100%

Though the number of respondents was too small to allow any

conclusion to be drawn in May, a comparison with statements on the

May Questionnaire to which all students responded very positively

("The relationship between students and teachers at Adams is better

than at most schools," "I know at least some of my teachers quite

well as people") supports the idea that relations between students

and teachers were judged by students as being ve_y good.

There were indications that, for students as a whole, race re-

lations were not a particular problem between students and teachers,

both in December and May:

Westion: (What are the mainproblems between) white teachers and

black students? Vice versa?
Interview May InterviewDecember

All
(n = 133)

All
(n = 40)

No problem exists 59 60%

White teachers treat blacks dif-
ferentially 20% 221,1;

Black students are hard to handle 9% 171%

Doa't know, no response 12% 0%
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When these responses are looked at by race, however, a shift

in attitude becomes. apparent.

Question: What are the main between) white teachers and

black students? Vice versa?

December Interview

Black
(n = 23)

White
(n = 110)

No problem exists 83% 53%

White teachers treat blacks dif-

ferentially 0% 230

Black students are hard to handle 175 9%

Don't know, no response 150

May Interview

Black

(n = 15)

White
(n = 25)

No problem exists 60% 60%

White teachers treat blacks dif-

ferentially. 40% 12%

Black students are hard to handle 0% 28%

..........

Black students were considerably less satisfied with relation-

ships with white teachers in May than they had been earlier; they

no longer blamed themselves for these difficulties, but had come to

think that the responsibility for discord was completely the teacher's.

White students, on the other hand, were less critical of teachers'

treatment of black students, and more critical of the students than

they had been previously. Both these patterns may indicate that

white teachers grew more firm with black students as the year pro-

gressed, and that white students tended to approve and blacks disap-

prove of the change. Another possible interpretation is that some

white teachers behaved in prejudiced ways toward black students,

but that most white students did not recognize this, or even approved
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of it. Perhaps other data on race relations between students would

tend to support the former notion rather than the latter; Whites

seemed to be somewhat afraid of black students, and might feel con-

siderably more comfortable in a class where the teacher exercised

firm controls.

One other question in the May interviews (in the section on.at-

titudes toward curriculum) revealed some difficulties between black

students and white teachers: of the students who said.that they had

had a class which was more or less worthless, 32; of white students,

but only 9% of black students, tried to talk to their teachers

about it.

May Questionnaire Data

Students had strong positive attitudes in their responses to

the following:

Question Mean Score

*34. The relationship between students and teachers

at Adams is better than at most schools 4.4

*39. I know at least some of my teachers quite well as

people 4.1

51. I dislike calling teachers by their first names 4.1

58. The teachers seem to get along better with black

students than with white students. 4.0

49. Teachers ignore the way white students disrupt

the class 3.9

69. Too many teachers let white students get away

with murder 3.8

*70. I admire and look up to my teachers 3.7
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Students as a whole seemed to have formed good relationships

with teachers; not only did they think that relationships between

students and teachers were better here than at other schools, but

they had formed personal friendships with them. They admired their

teachers, as well as liking them. Students as a whole appeared to

be saying that teachers did not favor students from one race over

another: while teachers did not get along better with black stu-

dents, neither did they seem to.allow white students to break rules,

or to disrupt the class.

However, when these statements are examined from the point

of view of difference in attitude between black and white students,

quite another picture emerges. There was substantial agreement on

four statements, but substantial disagreement on three:..R
Question

*34. The relationship between students and

teachers at Adams is better than at

most schools

*39. I know at least some of my teachers

quite well as people

*70. I admire and look up to my teachers

51. I dislike calling teachers by their

first names

58. The teachers seem to get along better

with black students than with white

students

69. Too many teachers let white students

get away with murder

49. Teachers ignore the way white students

disrupt the class

Diff

.1 4.4 4.5

.1 4.2 4.1

.3 3./ 3.7

.3 3.4 3.7

.6 3.5 4.1

.6 3.4 4.o

1.4 2.8 4.2
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Those statements which did not refer to race relations, and

which dealtwith views of the student-teacher relationship as a

whole, or with the feelings of the individual respondents, were

very similar for both black and white students. Both groups ap-

parently did feel quite fond of their teachers. However, neither

group had the same view of how teachers treated them. Whites felt

that they were not allowed infractions in the classroom, but blacks

were not so sure. Whites, however, did not think that teachers got

along better with blacks; neither did black students, but nct as

strongly. A possible interpretation of these apparently rather con-

tradictory findings is that white students had stronger opinions

that teachers were fair in their treatment of all students; that is,

that they felt, by and large, that teachers were handling class-

room situations with justice. Black students, though, seemed less

secure, less in agreement with the ways teachers handled students.

(Compare these findings with the relative uncriticalness of white

students in responses to the interview question dealing with teacher-

student race relations.) It should be remembered that the proportion

of black teachers in the school is small; students, then, were

mainly discussing behavior of white teachers.

Students as a whole indicated somewhat less positive at-

titudes to the following cluster of statements:

q.Claestion

64. Many teachers are too radical in their views

43. The teachers expect more achievement from the

white students than fom black students

61. Too many teachers let black students get away

with murder

Mean. Score

3.5

3.4

3.4
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When these questions are analyzed in terms of differences in

attitudes of black and white students, the same pattern emerges:.

gostion Diff B

64. Many teachers are too radical in their

views

43. The teachers expect more achievement from

white students than from black students

61. Too many teachers let black students get

away with murder

.4 3.2 3.6

.7 2.9 3.6

1.4 4.5 3.1

=1.=114.11 IN
Again, those statements. which deal with how teachers treat

students of one race or the other caused substantial disagreement be-

tween white and black students. .However, black students showed no

uncertainty about how they themselves were disciplined: they denied

very strongly that teachers tolerated their misbehavior, while white

students tended to think so. Black students did apparently feel

that even though they were not allowed to misbehave in class, not as

much was expected of them academically. It is possible that again,

blacks did not feel as sure about what was axpected, or as confident

that teachers were seeing them as equal to whites. The strength

which they denied preferential treatment would tend to indicate

that, if anything, they felt discriminated against as far as teacher

expectations for behavior were concerned.
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Summary and Conclusions

The relationships between students and teachers were certain-

ly one of the strongest aspects of the school. Teachers were per-

ceived as helpful, trusting of students, and generally well liked.

The few difficulties that seemed to exist between teachers and stu-

dents seemed to be related to race--students of both races tended

to think that teachers may have treated the other race preferen-

tially, and black students seemed slightly less approving of teach-

ers than whites. It should be remembered, however, that even where

disagreements existed, all students, both black and white, gave

much indication that their relationships with teachers were close

and rewarding. The majority of all students, both black and white,

felt that no race-related problems existed between students and

teachers.
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Attitudes Toward Curriculum

Interviews -- Comparison of the Data -- December to May

The major change in attitudes about curriculum over the year

as revealed by the interviews was that the curriculum was simply

thought about more as the year progressed. In December, for example,

very few students mentioned "General Education" or "different

approach to teaching" or the like when asked what made Adams different

from other schools; that number had doubled by May:

Question: Adams was planned to be different from other schools.
Do you think it's different? In what way?

Percentage res ondin "General Education" or "curriculum"

December 10% 11% 4%

May 221%(n=40) 16%(n.15) 333(n=25)

While more students in May were aware of the curriculum as

being an innovative aspect of the school, this did not mean that

they liked that difference more than they had. On the contrary,

student opinion of General Education was lower in May than it had

been in December:

Question: Adams was planned to be different from other schools.
Do you think it's different? In whet way?
you like?

Is it a difference

December Interview
Percentage of responses out of those who mentioned "General Education"
as being different.

All (n =13) Black (n=1) White lla

Liked difference 92% 100% 92%
Did not like difference 8% 0% 8%
Mixed view 0% 0% 0%
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May Interview

All (n.21 Black (n.8 White (n.13

Liked difference 525 505 54%
Did not like difference 295 25 31%
Mixed view 19% 25% 15%

Almost all respondents who mentioned General Education in December

said they like it; by May, that number had dropped to about half.

Black students seemed to have stronger negative feelings, since

20% of them said emphatically that they didn't like it, while whites

had mixed views--they found some weaknesses, but some strengths,

too.

The May. interview included some questions which did not appear

in the December interview, so no direct comparison is possible.

However, responses to these questions show that many students had

complaints about the curriculum:

Question: Looking forward to next year. how can the school help
you better?

May Interview; all responses (n=49)

Sugges4i.:ls about improving curriculum
(more 1alts, organized classes, more
work required, etc.) 570
No way, it's fine as it is 20%
More discipline 14%
Other 9%

Question: Have you had any classes which have been more or less
worthless to you?

MONIN..

May Interview, All Students

All (n.40) Black (n.15) White (n =25)

Yes 759 74% 769
No 25% 26% 2k
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Question: Why?

Percentage of those who responded 'Nes" to previous question

All (n =30) }31.9W)
Didn't learn; material
or class organization at
fault 63% 54% 69%
Teacher at fault 20% 35% 11%
My on fault 10% 10% 11%
Other 7% 1% 90

Question: What did ou try to dc about it?

Percentage of those who res onded "Yes" to Question 14

Talked to teacher about it 27% 10% 3o%
Nothing 27% 36% 21%
Talked to counselor 13% 27% 5%
Quit attending '13% 10% 15%
Other (variety
of responses) 20% 17% 29%

Here rather interesting results are shown: white students

tended to think that a class was worthless because of content rather

than because of the teacher more than did blacks, and were more

willing to talk to the teacher about their dissatisfaction than

were blacks. Dislike or disapproval of A person is naturally harder

to talk about than the more neutral subject of course content--if

black students found more to dislike in the teachers themselves

than did whites, it would follow that they would be less likely

to discuss it with the teachers.

The May Questionnaire

Responses to questions dealing with curriculum in the May

Questionnaire could be clustered into these areas in which students
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were very satisfied, areas in which they were less satisfied, and

areas in which they felt neutral or negative. Cn the whole, attitudes

toward the curriculum were quite positive; only one statement elicited

a response that showed Adams was really deficient in that regard.

The responses will be presented in those clusters, as they were given

by all students. Then the questions will be re-examined from

point of view of differences between black and white students.

May Questionnaire: Questions relating to the currict...,

Those Questions on Nhich Students Indicated
Adams was Doing Best

Questions Mean Score

54. The teachers are.usually glad to help me with

my work 4.3

62, My teachers expect me to put forth my best efforts

in my studies 4.3

47. My teachers respect my parents' opinions about

my education 4.1

20. The teachers care if I come to class or not 4.0

6. I learn more when I'm not pressured 3.9

55. I have learned a lot from class discussions 3.9

71. The teachers at Adams don't force me to learn 3.9

14. I enjoy working independently on my own projects 3.7

25. My teachers are usually well prepared for their

classes 3.7

31. In class, I am interested most of the time 3.7

These questions dealt mainly with the rol uf the teacher in

the curriculum, and three touched upon the aspect of individual

learning. without great pressure (# 6, 71 and 14). The students
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were extraordinarily satisfied with their teachers, and this should

not surprise us, as attitudes toward teachers have been shown to be

consistently favorable, both in December and May. Students felt

that teachers cared about them, expected much of them, were willing

to help them, and re3pected their parents' views, all without forcing

or pressuring them. Evidently students felt a spirit of helpfulness

and cooperation from teachers, which provided a learning atmosphere

which was free from pressure or force, and students liked these

aspects very much. Classes were seen to be interesting, and class

discussion informative. These responses reveal a remarkable accom-

plishment on the part of the staff.

May Questionnaire: Questions Relating to the Curriculum

Those Cuestions on Which Students Indicated
Adams Wasyaing Only.Moderately Well

Question

46. Complaining to my teachers about the classes

doesn't do any good

57. I'm not learning as much as I would ba in

another school

2. Compared to last year I am learning more this

year

68. I have doubts about being well prepared for

college or a job after graduation from John

Adams

Mean Score

3.6

3.6

3.4

3.4

Responses to these statements, are-somewhat less enthusiastic

than the first set, but it should be remembered that they are still

quite positive. Someof the worries about learning enough that

were apparent in interview responses can be seen here, too; the

freedom from pressure perhaps had its costs, in making students

feel that they weren't learning as much as they might be. Though,
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about the course did not bring as many results as students might have

liked. It is possible that too few students tried complaining to

teachers for them to gain confidence in this method (as we saw from

interview data); such confrontations may not be part of the students'

usual expectations of hcw they should deal with teachers.

MilykwIlarlar= Questions Relating_ to the Curriculum

Those Questions on Which Students ,IncUcated
AdAms Was Doing Least Well

Question Mean Score

11. I need more direction from my teachers 3.1

16. If a class is boring or worthless, I don't attend 3.0

41. We ought to study the basics more

38. When I am bored, I talk to the teacher about how

the class might be made better

35. I would go to classes more if I weren't so bored

when I do go.

22. I prefer the kind of class where everyone

participates in the same activity.

2.9

2.8

2.7

2.4

Perhaps the complaints that many students would make about

the curriculum would have to do with a need for more direction, and

more concentration upon basic subjects, since students did seem to

feel least positive in these regards. However, it appeared that

students dealt with boredom and dissatisfaction with classes by

avoiding the class itself, rather than always attempting more

constructive approaches. These responses were not incompatible

with the fact that students said they found their classes interesting;

since many of them evidently used nonattendance as a way to deal with

boredom; if they attended the class, they did find it interesting!



The single way in which classes were unsatisfactory was that

students preferred the kind of class with a single focus or activity,

and in fact many classes at Adams were not organized in that way.

When the questions are examined for differences in attitude

between black and white students, it was revealed that, on every

statement except one in the first, most positive, cluster, black

and white students agreed. The one exception was:

Difference Black White

55. I have learned a lot from class
discussions 8 3.4 4.2

Though the score for black students was above the midpoint, they

were not nearly as enthusistic about class discussion as a way of

learning as white students were.

Of the four questions on which Adams seemed to be doing moderately

well, black and white students disagreed moderately on two, and sub-

stantially on the other two:

Difference Black White

57. I'm not learning as much as I would

be in another school .3 3.3 3.6

46. Complaining to my teachers about the

classes doesn't do any good it 3.3 3.7

68. I have doubts about being well prepared

for college or a job after graduation

from John Adams .6 2.9 3.5

2. Compared to last year I am learning

more this year .9 2.7 3.6
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Again, the scores clustered around the midpoint of 3.0, but

it was evident that black students felt more insecure about what

they were lecrring, about their preparation for college, and about

the effectiveness of their complaints to teachers than did white

students. The direction was entirely toward blacks being less

satisfied with Adams than whites.

On the six questions on which students indicated least satis-

faction, black and white students disagreed moderately on four, and

substantially on two.

Difference Black White

38. When I am bored, I talk to the teacher

about how the class might be made better .3 3.0 2.7

11. I need more direction from my teachers .4 2.8 3.2

16. If a class is boring or worthless, I

.4 2.'1' 3.1don't attend

22. I prefer the kind of class where everyone

participates in the same activity .4 2.1 2.5

35. I would go to classes more if I weren't

so bored when I do go .8 2.1 2.9

41. We ought to study the basics more 1.1 2.0 3.1

More striking than the fact of difference was the direction of

those differences. Blacks felt that they needed more teacher direction,

that there should be more concentration on the basics, and that more

of the classes should have a focal activity in which everyone parti-

cipated. They decidedly felt that classes were more boring than did

whites, and often simply didn't attend. They were perhaps a bit

more vocal about their dissatisfaction than were whites, as Question

38 suggests, though interview data revealed that blacks less than

whites talked to their teachers when a class was worthless. Black



students felt they were less successful in getting a positive response

to complaints, however, as their responses to Question 46 show.

In those areas where overall student satisfaction was least,

black students were considerably less satisfied than white students.

Not only that, they seemed to feel that their attempts to communicate

their dissatisfaction had met with little success, and, perh9ps in

consequence, they tended to resort to flight from class.

Summarxsof Attitudes Toward the Curriculum

By and large, students seemed to be quite satisfied with the

curriculum, particularly with the way that their teachers conducted

the classes. However, the.major suggestion that students made about

how th school could improve was in the strengthening of curriculum,

and some concern over the amount that was learned was pervasive,

even though not severe.

The school has done a better job with white students, in terms

of satisfaction with classes, than it has with black students. The

plea for basic subjects and unified classroom activity was strong

among black students. Furthermore, black students did not seem

as sure as white students that their complaints were heard. A

task remains in making black students feel, as much as white students,

that the curriculum is relevant to their needs, and that they have

a voice in molding curriculum policy.

For all students, there was indication that there is some need

to strengthen the intellectual content of the curriculum. The

challenge to meet is an intriguing, and almost paradoxical one:

the curriculum should be strengthened,-particularly in aras of

basic skills, and expectations for performance of students should

be more stringent, without destroying the relationship that now

exists between students and teachers, or greatly increasin!7 the

pressure felt by students. The compromise will be delicate; it

may not even be attainable. However, effecting it in the task we

have set ourselves.
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Attitudes Toward Freedom and Resronsibilill

Comparison of Interview Data -- December to May

In both December and May, the relaxed rules and the freedom

allowed Adams students was the most frequently cited factor dis-

tinguishing Adams from other schools:

Question: Adams was lanned to be different from other schools.
Do you think it is different? In what way?

Freedom

December Interview

49% 61% 46%

111....

114Lay Interview

All n=40 Black Mhite (n =2

Freedom 5o% 40% 56%

A notable shift in the assessment of freedom as the school's

distinctive quality occurred along racial lines. By the end of the

year, fewer black students, but more white students, mentioned freedom.

(Compare this with Question 45, in the Questionnaire section below,

where white students agreed with the statement "Students are trusted

more here,than at other schools" more than did blacks.) This shift

is perhaps linked to differing attitudes toward the school's freedom:

Question: Adams was planned to be different from other schools. Do
you think it is different? In what way? Is it a difference you like?



December Interview
Percentage of those resnonding "freedom"

All (n =65) Black (n.14) White (n =51)

Yes, I like it 85% 86% 84%

No, I don't like it 7% '4% 6%
Yes and No 7 0% 10%

May Interview
Percentage of those responding "freedom"

Yes, I like it 66% 33% 79%
No, I don't like it 10% 17% 7%
Yes and No 24% 50$ 14%

Evidently black students experienced greater ambivalence about

freedom as the year progressed than did white students. Not that

black students condemned the freedom altogether; rather, they had

come to see both good and bad aspects of freedom. (Again, an

interesting comparison can be made with Question 7 below, where

white students agreed more than black students that they had learned

to handle the freedom Adams gave them.) Perhaps it was because their

attitudes toward freedom were more mixed in May than in December,

they mentioned it less as making the difference in the school. These

responses, conjoined with the black students' increased reference to

the curriculum in response to the same question.(see the section on

attitudes toward curriculum), suggest a possible hypothesis: black

students may lave experienced a growing concern about their class-

room achievement and attributed some of their difficulties there

to the freedom they were given. For example, they may have felt

that it would have been better for them if they had been forced

by theadministration to attend classes. (This hypothesis seems

to be supported by the fact that black students agreed more than

white students with the statement "I think there should be more
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pressure put on students to get to class", as well as the statements

"If my teachers were more strict, I would probably learn more," and

"Adams teachers ought to be more strict" in the Questionnaire section

below.)

A similar pattern seems to be revealed by responses given on

how free time was used:

Question: How use your free time?

May Interview

Black (n=15) White (n=25)

Reading, studying, visiting a class 52% 609

Talking, relaxing 40% 16%
Have no free time 0% 12%
Other responses 8% 12%

White students said they used their free time in school work

more than blacks did, and less in relaxing. Furthermore, white

students, more than blacks, said they had less free time. This

represents a real choice on the part of white students, since the

normal student load assured some free time for all students-- conse-

quently, the 12% of white students with no free time have chosen

to take extra classes or other responsibilities to fill up their

spare time. It appears that white students have learned to manage

their time more productively than black students, either by conmitting

themselves to other activities on a regular basis, or by using their

spare time for academic pursuits.

May Questionnaire Data:

Many of the scores on the questions concerning school freedom

seem puzzling. The following responses seem to be an endorsement

of that freedom.



C'uestion

St' ents are trusted here mare than at other

Score

45.

so :pools 3.9

59. Stv.dents are trusted too much here 3.9

7. I have lied to handle the freedom Adams gives

me 3.8

12. If r;v teachers were more strict I would probably

learn more 3.7

53. Ad,:-.Ts teachers ought to be more strict 3.6

A"o:parently, not only did students sense that they enjoyed

greater tmat than students at other schools, they also displayed

a strons positive attitufte towards bat trust. Further, they felt

that they, person,lly, had become able to cope with their freedom.

In line with this, they felt that a greater strictness from their

teachers would not help them learn, nor is 7 in general desirable.

Yet, another set of responses seem to < ,press sone fears of

freedom.

Question Mean Score

65. There are too many kids in the halls here 3.2

42. There ought to be more order in the school 3.1

67. Students misuse free time, like spending all

their free time in the park 2.9

17. There is too much freedom at this school for

many students to handle 2.8

.23. I think there should be more pressure put on

students to get to class 2,8

66. Students get away with too much, like gambling

tnd smoking. 2.6



nuestion (continued)

26. Too much free. ..., thrown at the students

all at once this year

82

Mean Score

2.6

Students eressed some slight feeling that managing their

freedom is a perilous learning experience, and, though they, per-

sonally, succeeded, a sizeable portion of their peer group did not.

As illustrations of their fellow students, failure to manage their

freedom, they conceded that too many kids roamed the halls, misused

their time, and broke school rules with impunity. Thus students

seemed somewhat inclined to conclude that there should be more

order in the school. Their lukewarm endorsement of some forcing

-of students into the classrooms seems to be an example of this.

Part of the discrepancies between the responses seems due to

the differences betWeen the perception of oneself and of others.

Equally important, the call for order without strictness and the

desire for trust coupled with some fear of freedom suggest that

the'students were more concerned with the attitudes their authority

figures have towards them than with the permissiveness of the tnsti-

tution. Apparently, they thought themselves deserving of trust and

wished to be thought of as such, but felt the need for guidance

though not of an authoritarian sort. (This hypothesis receives

some corroboration from the section on student-teacher relations.)

On those statements which received the most positive responses

by students as a whole, black ant white students moderately disagreed

on four statements and agreed on one:

Question
Diff. B W

59. Students are trusted too much here .1 3.8 3.9

* 7. I have learned to handle the freedom

Adams gives me .5 3.4 3.9
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2uestion (continued) ,Aff. B Zd

12. If my teachers were more strict, I would

probably learn more .5 3.3 3.5

53. Adams' teachers ought to be more strict .5 3.2 3.7

*45. Students are trusted here more than

at other schools .6 5.4, 4.o

Consistent with the results of the interview, black students

indicated that they had less sense than the white students of

receiving more trust at Adams, and also that they, personally,

had more difficulty coping with their freedom. Perhaps in conse-

quence they were more inclined than white students to think that

greater strictness would be beneficial. Yet, like white students,

they didn't think they were trusted too much. Again, this may

reflect that, for the student, trust is an attitude based on a

belief in a person's goodness (e.g. his honesty) rather than in his

maturity and autonomy.

In repmses to the questions receiving less positive scores

for the stunts as a whole, black and white students substantially

disagreed on two, moderately disagreed on three and agreed on two.

Question

67. Students misuse free time, like spend-

ing all their free time in the park

66. Students get away with too much, like

gambling and smoking

26. Too much freedom was thrown at the

students all at once this year

17. There is too much freedom at this school

for many students to handle

23, I think there should be more pressure

put on Students to get to class

Diff B W

.2 2.7 2.9

2.6 2.9

.4 2.3 2.7

.5 3.2 2.7

.5 2.4 2.9
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Question (continued) Diff. B

42. There ought to be more order in the

school .7 2.5 3.2

65. There are too many kids in the halls

here 1.1 2.4 3.5

Out of all the questions on freedom the greatest difference

in attitude between black and white students had to do with students

in the halls. While white students seem not much bothered by it,

black students strongly dislike the many students in the halls.

Accordingly, black students more strongly urged that students be

pressured into their classes. Consistent with this and with the

greater support of increased strictness, the black students felt

more strongly than white students that there ought to be more Order.

The interpretation of this data is problematic. It might seem that

the black students were more critical of other students' behavior

than were white students. However, it is not clear whether the

criticism was directed primarily at other students or at themselves.

After all, the black students seemed less sure of their own ability

to cope with their freedom. And yet, out of these auestions, the

black students gave their strongest response when they agreed less

than the white students that there w ^s too much freedom in the

school for many students to handle. All this raises the question

of whether black and white students differ in the way their self-

perception contrasts with their perception of others. Perhaps this

problem can be sidestepped, for it may be that black students were

troubled not so much by the amount of freedom as by the lack of

clarity of expectations. In any case, obviously the responses

indicate a need to try to understand black students' attitudes

Towards authority and autonomy.
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ollrmary and Conclusions

On the whole, students said that they were relatively comfortable

with the lenient rides at Adams. However, the added freedom, espe-

cially as it was perceived at the beginning of the year, accompanied

by the expectation that students make constructive use of their time,

appears to have produced some anxiety, especially among black students.

But in view of the strength of the students' responses, their fears

regarding school freedom should not be overrated. More important

is the problem of not misunderstanding their fears. The students

showed a strong positive attitude regarding the trust they receive,

and thought that, though it was difficult, they learned to cope with.

their freedom. Most of the data suggests that their primary fear

was that other students could not handle the freedom. However, as

a whole, they certainly did not think that greater strictness was

a solution. Greater pressure to get students to attend classes and

to maintain order was thought desirable, especially among black

students.

3ore explanations of apparent inconsistencies have been ventured-

One possible source of confusion stems from the discrepancies of self-

perception versus the perception of others. Another hypothesis is

that the trust student6 seek implies a certain attitude in the

teacher but not a policy of non-interference. It was also suggested

that, particularly with the black students, the anxiety might be due

to ambiguity rather permissiveness--the ways in which students

were in fact held accountable may have come as a surprise to some.

In this regard, it should perhaps be remarked that the temptaFion

to voice the cliche that black students as a group tend to suffer

from lack of "inner controls" should be avoided at all costs. The

obvious responsibility that the school must undertake is to seek

to understand more clearly just what black students' attitudes

se:Li-governance are, rather than to make assumptions about

their relative inability to cope with it.



STAITII;RDIZED TEST DAD.

Adams High School participatt:d in the regular city-wide

testing program during the month of October, administering the

TAP battery to ninth and eleventh graders, and the SCAT to tenth

graders. The TAP battery produces a set of standardized achievement

scores in the areas of Reading, Composition, Mathematics, Science,

and Social Studies. The SCAT test is an aptitude test, producing

standardized scores categorized as Verbal and Quantitative.

Standardized test scores from a single point in the year are

not sufficient. They merely give a reading of the state of the

school at that point. For the purpose of comparisons, Adams ad-

ministered a different standardized test, the California Test of

Basic Skills (CT3S), during the month of May. It was necessary

to give two different tests because the TAP and SCAT tests only

have Portland norms for the fall of the year. Portland norms for

the spring were available only on the CTBS.

However, comparing different tests is difficult. The CT3S

yields ten separate scores, which can be grouped into four sets:

Language. Composition, Mathematics, and Study Skills. After

careful discussion with the research director of Area II (the

former city-wide test coordinator), we determined that the best

comparisons would be between the readirt; and mathematics sections

of the TA? and CTBS, and between the verbal and quantitative sec-

tion of the SCAT and the reading and mathematics section of the

CTBS. There are substantial shortcomings in reporting the data

this way but it is the best that can be done.

The scores are reported in the form of P scores, or standard-

ized scores for Portland, adjusted and tismsformed so that the

mean score is 50, and the standard deviation of the scores is 10.

Since the two tests are normed for different times of the year, if

the students at Adams are making normal progress, compared to other



Eli schools in the city, s.:;crcs should remain the same.

In discussions with t-t research director for Area II, it was

uncovered that the norms CMS were not good for the city as

a whole. The norms were developed based only on the Lincoln High

School population, one which is above average tt,r the city as a

whole, anc above the average of the Adams population. Through

some simple mathematical techniques we detemined that a correction

factor for the Adams scores of approximately three standard score

points would make this spring scores theoretically comparable to the

fall scores. The charts include this three point correction factor.

In an effort to report the data in some form which could suggest

an answer cr' how Adams did last year in terms of standardized test

scores, ue selected a sample of the total school population, ident-

ified their test scores for the fall and the spring in just those

sub-tests for which comparisons seemed at all valid, and calculated

an average test score for the sample.

Due to a large variety of reasons Adams High School was unable

to gather standardized test data on some of its students. At the

time the fall testing was scheduled, the school was only barely

settling down from its opening problems. Ilany students were missed.

In the spring Of the year there were not enough test materials to

give the test entirely at one time and we attempted to give it to

smailer groups of students and spread the testing over a month of

school. This simply was ineffective.

The problem of collecting standardized test data was further

complicated by the value Adams places on freedom and the right of

students to make choices'about activities which affect them. A

number of students in the spring, possibly conditioned by past

experiences of test data being used in punitive ways, deliberately

refused to take the test. We support their right to make that de-

cision and regard it as our responsibility to demonstrate to them
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that standardized test data can be of some value to them, as well

as to us, in planning an educational experience which is of the

greatest possible value to them. Furthermore, to force them to take

the test would badly distort the resulting data. A student can very

easily subvert a test, Ile prefer to have fewer students take the

tests and be confide:at about the validity of the scores, than to

force students to take the tests and blind ourselves to the gross

inaccuracies of much of the data so collected.

The data which we ar' reporting here is best interpreted as

data on students who were willing to take the tests. It represents

not so much a statement about the total Adams population, as a

statement about the members of the Adams population who are test-

takers.

Interestingly, LJince we started with a random sample in identi-

fying data for this report, we can determine the nature of the pop-

ulation who are test-takers. As might be predicted, they are large-

ly those who take tests well, those.with P scores in the 50's and

60's. However, lx) a very large degree those who take tests very

very poorly, those with test scores in the 20's and 30's, also plod-

ded through both sets of tests. It was the low-average group, with

scores in the 40's, who, in particular, tended not to take the spring

test. To push a point a bit, they likely know that they don't take

tests well, and they have a strong enough sense of themselves to

act on that knowledge.

THE DATA

Given, then, that the data reported applies only to the portion

of the Adams population who were willing to take the tests, the re-

sults appear as follows:
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i'llf&TT TEST .7C0:73 OF A S.."...ITLE TOOK BOTH
:.LL SPRING ST; 1.7.1*J-DIZE'D TESTS

October ;ay

Reading 45.7 46,3 n=35

Mathematics 48.6 48.2 n=32

As can be seen from the chart, no significant differences

appeared in the test scores, which would indicate that these stu-

dents were progressing normally compared to other high school

students in Portland.

A further analysis of the data revealed that a majority of the

students either maintained their levels of performance or showed

some improvement during the year.

FREQUFNCY OF STUDENTS SHOWING GAIN OR LOSS IN THE TEST SCOFFS
BETWEEN OCTOBER AND flAY

Maintained or
Improved P-So.)re Showed Decline

Reading 58:. 242.

Mathematics 6o;;

.......___L.
4o;;

..._,

Since the sample is representative of the population of test-

taking students at Adams, we can generalize to that population.

Students who entered Adams with the ability to do well on standard-

ized tests progressed normally and continued to do well. Those who

entered doing very poorly tended to continua to do poorly. We do

not know about those in-between.
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It should be emphasized that standardize.5 tests measure a very

limited range of the skills anci competencies which students learn in

schools. More than a little of the resistance to takilv; the stand-

ardized tests (resulting in the biased sample) was a legitimate

feeling that standardized tests were not appropriate for the im-

portant objectives of Adams High School. 2_ careful consideration

of those objectives (s.--:e section I ) will confirm this view.
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UNOBTRUSIVE DATA:

ATTENDANCE, WITHDRAWALS VANDALISM, GLASS BRE.AKAGE, SUSPE1 1SIONS

INTRODUCTION

To gather what students report as their attitudes toward the

school is one thing. To infer their attitudes from their actual

behavior is another. In an effort to determine actual student atti-

tudes, we attempted to compare the record of Adams to a control group

of other schools in such areas as vandalism, glass breakage, attend-

ance, suspensions, and the drop-out rate. Comparisons are particularly

difficult because Adams did not have a senior class, and figures are

not available in the district categorized by class. Nevertheless, we

are reporting our on figures here, with the intent of future comparisons.

THE DATA

Attendance

The official attendance figures for last year show: Control Group
Adams Mean

A.D.M. (Average Daily Membership) 1251 1973

A.D.A. (Average Daily Attendance) 1042 1773

Difference: Average Daily Absences 209 203

Percentage Daily Absences 16.7% 10.35

In terms of overall school attendance Adams appears to have done

less well than the control group of schools. These figures are very

difficult to interpret because of the vast differences in attendance

reporting procedures from school to school, and the differences in the

amount of effort put into obtaining an accurate daily count. We hope

to be able to make more careful comparisons in future years. We have

tightened up considerably the attendance procedures at Adams for 1970-71.



Withdrawals

Adams

93

Control
Group
Mean_

54

122

110

Cate ory

Transferred to other high schools in the district

Left city or state

Legitimate reasons: work, evening school, medical

111*

76

85

Permanently excused by School Board action 11 40

Expulsions
1 1

Accidental death
1 0

Other 14 83

Totals 299 410

*This unusually high figure for Adams was caused by a large number of
illegally enrolled students who were transferred to the correct school
early in the year.

Again, we do not know yet how to interpret these figures since

Adams lacked'a senior class, and there is no correction of figures

for different sizes of enrollments. None of the figures seem partic-

ularly unusual or revealing that anything at Adams was out of line,

except that a very large number of students attempted to enroll at

Adams instead of in their district high school and had to be sent back.

Glass Breakage and Vandalism

Since glass breakage is reported separately from other vandalism,

the'following chart compares Adams to the control group in both

categories:

Glass Breakage Vandalism

Reported Acts Cost Reported Acts Cost

Adams 7 $ 68.00 79 $2951.03

Control Schools (mean) 30.7 $792.06 46.1 $1778.39

Substantial caution is suggested in interpreting these figures since

considerable discretion is allowed by custodians in deciding whether an

act was vandalism )r an accident. It is well.known that many mistakes
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are made; for example, fallen young trees were reported as acts of

vandalism at Adams, -,then It turned out later that a teacher had

observed them being blown over in the wind.

Nevertheless, the figures are interesting. Glass breakage was

lower at Adams than at any other high school in the system, at least

in terms of replacement cost. In overall vandalism, however, the of-

ficial figures showed Adams considerably above the control group mean.

The reports of the head custodian and the administrative vice-

principal provided an interesting contrast to the official figures.

The problem of vandalism at Adams High School was reported as generally

"not extensive". There were 79 reported repairs and/or replacements

attributed to vandalism. The head custodian and matron listed as most

serious the following:

1. Theft of five fire extinguishers

2. Telephone inter-com sets in class rooms: removal of mouth

and ear pieces and cut cords

3. Removal of toilet paper dispensers and towel dispenser in

lavatories

4. Removal of napkin dispensers in girls' lavatories

5. Removal of ceiling tiles in toilets and some classrooms

6. Removal of sprinkler heads in lawns.

The head custodian noted that there was very little damage to

walls, very little defacement, and very little window damage, which

is very serious in most schools. He also noted that most of the

vandalism occurred very early in the year and thus far this year,

there has not been a repetition.

We have no way of explaining the discrepancy between the reports

of our custodians and the official figures. We particularly would

have liked to look at figures month-by-month to see if indeed most of

the damage was done early in the year. We hope to have better data

next year. We would like to see better standards established'for

reporting vandalism throughout the district so that figures between

schools are comparable.



95Suspensions at Adams

for 1969-1970Offense Total

* Attendance 70

* Fighting 20

Cutting Classes 18

Assault 18

Gambling 8

Misconduct 6

Auto Violation 5

Smoking in Building 5

Insubordination 1

Total Offenses 151

Total number of different students suspended 100

The vast majority of the assault/fighting suspensions occurred

in the first quarter of the year.. In many cases the student was

suspended for combinations of different offenses, e.g. gambling/

attendance, cutting/fighting. All were reinstated with the exception,

of one.

We do not know how this data compares with that of other schools,

as such information was not available.

CONCLUSION

In spite of the effort spent in collecting this data, very few useful

insights were derived. We do regard such data as attendance, suspensions,

and vandalism rates as potentially very useful, but inconsistencies in

collecting and reporting the data have made proper interpretations

difficult. We hope for better data in the future, and where Adams

seemed particularly out of line, we have taken some action for 1970-71.
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DATA ON SPECIFIC PROGRAMS

Adams hopes in the future to be able to gather systematic data

about each of the different programs in the school. Due to limited

personnel and resources, little of this could be done during 1969-1970.

However, we were able to gather data on one experimental program,

Tiork Experience. We present thaChere.

INTRODUCTION

The Work- Experience program, a developmental project, began at

Roosevelt High School during the school year of 1968-1969 and was

transferred to John Adams during the academic year 1969-1970.

The Work-Experience program was an attempt to provide a different

educational environment for the "non-coping" or "marginal" student.

These students were identified from the total student population as

belonging to one or more of the following categories: economically

disadvantaged, physically handicapped, socially dysfunctional,

vocationally oriented, and/Or behaviorally,: a problem. Although

these students were not selected by standardized test scores, as a

group they possessed a Stanford Achievement mean of the 30th per-

centile;, based on publishers national norms.

Three hundred and twelve students were involved in the W-E

program during the school year; 84 of these students eventually

dropped from the program; students were hired into the summer

program. The highest employment was 146 Of this group 57:5 were

black students, of significance because approximately 255 of the

Adams' school population is black.

The Program

The students attended class half-time and worked the remaining

half day on the job. This proportion sometimes varied with individual

students. Even though some jobs provided training for more responsible
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positions, in the main the students were paid wages for services

rendered. In most cases the 1,T-E dil'ector counseled the job appli-

cants before and during job assignments with the goal of making the

student more employable and more satisfied with his high school

education. This program also included large-group meetings, and

overnight field trips chaperoned by a counselor or other youth

worker. From three to ten Lewis and Clark College students were

available for personal case work with the 1J -E students through a

special cooperative program.

Since most, if not all, of the students involved in W-E never

acquired in the classroom, all the social skills that are important

to prospective employers, it was hoped that the job experience might

foster and nurture these skills. Consequently, the program hoped to

find answers to the following questions.!

1. Does successful job experience translate into successful
school experience as measured by attitudes, quality of
work, and attendance?

2. Will significant employment result in behavior modification
(acceptance of social skills) that transfers to the school
environment?

PEASUREENT INSTRUMENTS

Teacher Report Card

A random sample of forty W-E students were selected to evaluate

attitudes toward teachers. These students were instructed to rate

their teachers according to a prepared twelve-item rating scale.

While some students rated only one teacher, others rated as many

as six. Of the forty students selected, twenty filled out the

Teacher Report Card. Where A = 4.0 and F = 0.0, the results were:
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Student Attitude Toward Teacher

4.0 to 3.0

2.9 to 2.0

1.9 to 0

13 responses or

4 responses or 20

3 responses or 15;;

Since this population consists largely of "losers" in the

typical educational system and those who have had little regard

for education or teachers, the absence of a random sample seems

less important. It appears to be significant that so large a

percentage would regard their relationship with their instructors

as favorable.

Employer Questionnaire

Nearly all the employers (in this case 60) were sent opinion

forms and 41 of the 60 responded -- approximately 65. The responses

were separated into those who appeared satisfied, and those who did

not. The results were:

Satisfaction with program 93'

Dissatisfaction with program ry;

While again the sample was not random, the enormous percentage of

satisfied employers would tend to indicate that students on the job

were behaving acceptably.

It appeared, then, that some significantly positive attitudes

toward teachers were apparent among the W-E students, and that

employers were satisfied that the students had the necessary social

and technical skills to perform adequately on the job. The issue

became, to what degree did W-E account for this, and to what degree

was a self-selection process going on.

In an effort to assess this, we selected two samples of students,

twenty who entered the W-E program and remained in it the entire

school year, and twenty who entered the program but dropped out by
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mid-year Irnile these croups are not comparable in any strict

sense, a comparison between them of school performance! attendance

and grades should suggest some possible answers to whether any of

the effects of W-E carry over to the school context.

Attendance and Grade Patterns

Increased
Attendance

Decreased
Attendance

Group A (n=20) Group B (n=20)
Remained in W-E program Dropped U-E program
entire school year by mid-year

45;:

55%

Credit in
Gen-Ed

Full 405
Partial 4o,

No Credit 205

Total absence 428 days
as a group

5 remained
the same

357,

3a,-;

704 days

From this data one can infer that the 14-E program did make a

small difference in the performance of the "marginal" student rho

stayed with the program. This difference is rather strikin5, however,

. when one compares the total days absent for each group. The W-E group

at least were absent from school far less. It remains to be seen

whether future data will indicate any more significant effects of

fork Experience.
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STUDENT BEHAVIOR AT HOME :. PARENT INTERVIEtS

INTRODUCTION

During the school year much was done to work with parents to

explain the-nature of the Adams,program and to involve them in the

activities of the school. Still, it was difficult during the year

to gauge the degree of support for,or opposition to, the Adams pro-

gram. A systematic attempt to determine parent opinion seemed in

order.

In addition we were able to observe and evaluate student be-

havior in the school. We were interested, however, in the degree

to which behavior learned in school carried over to non-school situ-

ations, particularly the home.

The ideal approach seemed to be to combine these two concerns,

to interview parents about Adams by requesting evidence about the

changes in the behavior of their children since attending Adams.

A set of questions were developed which asked about eight areas of

student behavior at home. If the parent reported a change, she was

asked to rate the influence Adams had on this change. Interviews

were conducted with a random sample of seventy-eight of the parents

of Adams students.

The interviews were conducted over the telephone by ten members

of the Parent Teacher Student Association of Adams. This was done

to minimize bias. The best interviewer of an Adams parent should

be another Adams parent:

If the sample were perfectly random, findings which were true

of the sample would with high certainty also be true of all of the

students of Adams. This sample is biased somewhat. Some parents,

very few, refused to answer the questions. Some other families do

not have telephones. This was true of two parent() in the original

sample. Nevertheless, the percentages which are true of the sample

have a high likelihood of being true for the total Adams population.

One key point, however, must not be overlooked. We do not have-

comparative data from another high school. It is possible that

any other high school would get roughly the same results if it ad-

ministered the questionnaire. That will have to wait for future

years to determine.
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THE FINDINGS

One note: In the following report the listing of the questions to

which parents were asked to respond is phrased in the

masculine. Obviously, if the child under discussion was

feminine, the interviewer used feminine pronouns.

Question 1

Thinking back over this school year, have you noticed any dif-

ference in the way your son accepts responsibility? For example,

can he carry through on tasks you expect him to do without your

having to keep at him? Does he volunteer to do things which he

knows need to be done?

Could you describe an incident or example that you think illus-

trates this change in his ability to accept responsibility?

Nhat effect, if any, do you think Adams had in bringing about

these changes in the ability to accept responsibility?

The Responses

Adams caused

NATURE OF THE CHANGE

Better Worse Same

15 8
EFFECT

OF Adams had some effect_ 5
ADAMS
ON THE Adams had no effect 1 2
CHANGE

Don't know 2

TOTAL 28 12 38

The Summary

At first glance it does not seem impressive that only fifty-

one percent of the parents interviewed noted a change in the ability

of their children to accept responsibility after this past year of
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Questicai
The Summary (contd.)

school. Included in the ko interviews that reported change are

children that made positive and negative changes. It is within

this group of interviews, the ones that noted some change, that we

can see some encouraging comparisons.

First, of those that showed a change in the ability to accept

responsibility, 28 showed a positive change and only 12 showed a

regression. It is gratifying to note that of the 40 interviews

showing change, 70% felt that the program at Adams had in some way

helped to bring about the positive change.

It is interesting to note that of the total 78 interviews, only

8 parents felt that Adams had caused a regression in the students'

ability to accept responsibility. In other words, over 89% of

the parents interviewed felt that Adams had not adversely affected

their children. 25% of the parents felt that Adams was specific-

ally responsible for helping their children to grow towards be-

coming more responsible people.

Question 2

Have any of the things your son has done or said during the

past school year given you an idea of what he thinks or feels about

himself? And how is this different, if at all, from the way he used

to feel about himself? For example: Does he seem more or less sat-

isfied with what he does? Is he happier?

Could you describe an incident or example that you think il-

lustrates a change in how he feels about himself?

What effect, if any, do you think Adams had in bringing about

this change in his attitude toward himself?
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The Responses

EkVhCT
OF

fi._DAMS

ON THE
CHANGE

The Summary
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NATURE OF THE CHANGE

Better Worse Same

Adams caused 33 5

Adams had some effect 6 2

Adams had no effect 1

Don't know 10

TOTE., 49 11 18

Several comparisons are possible here. First, the total number

who changed (either for the better or for worse) vastly overshadowed

those who did not; 60 changed, while only 18 parents reported no

change. For some of those 18, of course, the child was already

happy and satisfied. Secondly, of those who changed, those who

changed for the better vastly outnumbered those who became worse.

Forty-nine parents reported their sons or daughters seemed happier

and more satisfied, while only 11 reported that their siblings were

less happy.

Of the 60 students who changed, parents of 46 of the students

attributed the change to Adams. Only one said that Adams definite-

ly had no effect, while 13 were unsure. Of the 46 who reported

that Adams affected their sons or daughters, 39 reported that the

change was for the better; only seven reported that Adams caused

dissatisfaction and unhappiness.

In percentage terms these figures are perhaps most striking.

Adams was reported to have had an effect on the happiness and satis-

faction of 69% of its students. Of the 46 students that Adams af-

fected, 85% were affected in a positive direction (toward greater

happiness and satisfaction). Only 15% were affected negatively.
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Question 3

Is your son more anxious and tense now than he was in previous

school years, or less so? For example does he have more trouble

sleeping, does he eat less well, does he continually seem upset?

Could you give some examples to illustrate any differences you

perceive?

What part, if any, do you think Adams has played in this change?

The Responses

Adams caused

NATURE OF THE CHANGE

Better Worse Same

20
EkTECT
OF Adams had some effect 7 5

ADAMS
ON THE Adams had no effect 2

CHANGE
Don't know 6 2

TOTAL 35 12 27

The Summary

Combine a new school, new friends, new faculty, with an exper-

imental curriculum and a potentially tense and anxious situation for

students is created. Yet 83% of the parents interviewed felt that

their children had either become less tense and more relaxed, or

at least remained the same, compared to previous school years.

It is interesting to note that 57% of the parents that report-

ed a change in their students felt that Adams had helped to reduce

the anxiety and frustration. Only 12% of the parents said that the

program at Adams had caused greater frustration for the students.
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Question 4

Does your s' , c .A.LLr sense of what he wants to ')e, in

life, of what his gout l.; are, than he had at the beginning of the

school year or last year? For example does he know now that he

wants to go to college, or that he wants to run a business, or

that he wants to help people, whereas previously ho hadn't thought

about it?

Could you give an example which you think illustrates this

change in his goals?

What effect, if any, do you think Adams had in bringing about

this change in his goals?

The Responses

Adams caused

NATURE OF THE CHANGE

Better Worse Same

19 3
EFFECT
OF Adams had some effect 5 1

ADAMS
ON THE Adams had no effect 4
CHANGE

Don't know IIM

TOTAL 31 4 41

The Summary

This question posed a number of difficulties in interpreting

the parent's responses. It was difficult to judge a change in a
set of goals, or the desirability of a chosen career, or the uncer-

tainty about a future occupation as being either "better", "worse"
or the "same". Below are four situations that occurred on the in-

terviews that explain the problem in classification of parent re-
sponses.
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Puestion 4 (contd.)

1. Is it necessary, or even desir-1,1e, for a high school student

to have his goals for life planned im the 9th, 10th or 11th grade?

?. A high school freshman gives up his dream of being a "fireman°

and now is confused about what direction he will take in life. In

our interview classification system this situation would be classi-

fied as being "worse" because he has no goal direction: However,

this student might have grown a long ways towards maturity when he

gave up a childhood fantasy and started to look seriously at himself.

This growth could be positive. If the student had grown stronger

in his childhood dream of being a "fireman;' on our scalelthis would

have been classified as "better" yet it might be a negative growth

pattern.

3. Is it "better" or "worse" for a student to change his mind from

a career that would have included college to one that would not re-

quire a college degree? -Many parents expressed concern if their

child did not show interest in college and consequently gave nega-

tive answers to this question if the students goals did not 11m9bide

college. A few parents expressed concern for they felt that 7Adamsl

teachers wertelling students that college was not necessary for

success."

4. If a studem=makes many changes in his goals during the year, would

this be rated...7as "better" or Worse"? Parents gaVe positive answers

to this questionA:f the goals that the student was currently think-

ing about were consistent with the parents' aspirations for the stu-

dent. But if the goals were not what the parents thought was

worthwhile, the responses were then negative. For example, if the

student changed his goal from medicine to music, some parents regarded

this as a negative change where others said it was a positive change.

We used the parent's own judgment of better or worse. Keep-

ing these ideas in mind there are. still some interesting compari-

sons that can be made from the data received on the interviews.

Thirty-five parents reported that their child became more clear as
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Question 4 (contd.)

to his goals and direction during the year. At the same time 41

parents repor no change during the year. Within the 41 inter-

views the' staL ., change, there are students who had goals set

before 0=11; Adams and some that have not set their goals. It

is interesting to note the influence that Adams had on the students

that were reported as having changed during the year: 28 out of 35

parents felt that Adams had influenced the change. Of those students

affected by Adams, leading to goal setting, 86% had a positive change.

Only four students were reported by parents as regressing, in their

sense of goals, because of their experience at Adams.

The difficulty of interpreting parent responses to this ques-

tion has caused us to reevaluate this objective for Adams and clar-

ify it.

Question 5

Does your son tatEran active intereatzan morathings now than

in.lanevious years, or timer? For examples: previously all he wanted

toifm-was work on hismar. Now reads different things, tried

out-.2or the school play, and has a hobby.

mould you give some examples to illustrate this change?

What effect, if any, db you think Adams had in bringing about

thisz!nhange in the things he is interested in?

TheENiesponses

Adams caused

NATURE OF 'THE CHANGE

Better Worse Same

16 1

ITTECT
OF Adams:_had some effect 6

ADAMS
ON THE Adamsi.iad no effect 2 1

CHANGE
Don't.Lknow -1. 4

TOTAL 30 6 32
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postion 9 (contd.)

The" Suraman

One of the goals that Adams worked on this past year was to

xpai, the interests of students into new areas. Thirty-six

parents interviewed reported that they noticed a change in the stu-

dents interests, 32 reported no change from earlier years. Thirty

of the 36 students that changed had a positive change. Of'the six

with a negative change 5 parents reported that the change was

caused by situations outside of the school and only one parent, out

of 68,felt that Adams had caused the student's interests to decrease.

According to parents interviewed that reported a change, Adams af-

fected 61% of the students and caused a positive change in expansion

of interests.

This question mms also difficult -74 score. This was due to the

parents feelings aim& items that were of current interest to their

children. If the interest areas met .vzi:t> oproval of the parents,

the responses were-positive, but if the a of interests had widen-

ed but were in areas that did not meet w al parents' approval, the

responses were negative.

It was mentioned in a few interviews that the students- inter-

ests in a particular area deepened but did not necessarily expand

into other fields.

Question 6

Have his dress endmanners changed? For example: he used

to be well dressed and courteous; now he wears blue jeans and argues

with everyone.

Could you give an example or describe how he has changed?

What part, ifany, do you think Adams played in causing this

change?
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y)sltdon 6 (contd.)

:The Responses

Adams caused

NATURE OF THE CHANGE

Better Worse Same

4 14

EFFECTS
OF .

Adams had some effect 1 3 .

ADAMS
ON THE Adams had no effect 7 1

CHANGE
Don't know

=AL 12 21 41

Ms Summary

F the data given -..in the 4i=ct abomeEt.t.cants seen that 40%

afftie parents interviewed were.t±smatisfid-w=th their children's

..gyearance over the year. Of the. jj students Lebo changed their style

Oress, 21 were reported as wor -p, and. nnly 12 showed an improve-7

hut, sue. the opinion of parents. &nay fime7narents expressed the

fvflimir.-±hat Adams hart :aelped to Improve?:the±r children's ideas of

:41epproprtitte school dress. Twee5tF-ane parents fiagt that Adams had

45Vused the:negative change in student's dress.

forty= -one parents-reported mo.change bathe student's dress

ar-mamnarra; this was expressed ±iLhoth satisfactory and unsatis-

'actary-terms.

Two intPresting notes: :First, one parent, who was upset, reported

her tamss saying. "dress_tis unimnortant...What is important is what

You littrinkt. and what you do"; second, anotherTparent at Adams was

mietiroed that there is "less pressure on parents to keep up with the

The difficulty of determining the -yaw?. of a dress' code is

pegs :most succinctly illustrated by these two statements.
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Question 7

Does your son express his ideas and opinions more often now

than he did before? For example: Previously he said very little

about anything; now all at once he wants to talk about the Vietnam

War all the time.

Could you give some examples or describe how he has changed?

What part, if any, do you think Adams played in causing this

change?

The Responses

NATURE OF THE CHANGE

Better Worse Same

Adams caused 21 2

EFFECT
OF Adams had some eldect 16

ADAMS
ON THE Adams had no effamm-r- 8
CHANGE

Don't know

TOTAL 50 4 21

The Summary

An overwhelming change in tiom tudent's ability to express his

opinions was reported by parent-elr.: this question. Sixty-six percent

of the parents interviewed said -titiet they felt their child had made

an improvement in his ability to mpimress his opinion. Sixty-nine

percent of the parents that noted.apositive change felt that Adams,

with its freedom to discuss top, and the-encoUragement of the

faculty to help students expressmselves, had been instrumental

in bringing about the improvement..

Only 31 of the.parents, that:is 2 out of 75, felt that Adams

had caused a regression in the stmdents willingness to express

himself.
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Question 8

Does he react any differently now when someone disagrees with

him than he did before? For example: Previously he got very angry

when someone disagreed; now he listens to what other. ; Aluve to say.

Could you illustrate any changes with examples?

What part, if awl do you think Adams played in causing this

change?

The Responses

NATURE OF THE CHANGE

Better Worse Same

Adams caused 15 5

BF Adams had some effect 7' 2
ADAMS
ON MEE Adams had no effect 1
CHANGE

Don t- know 10

TOTAL_ 33 12 30

The Summary

Tolerance and:understanding of another's:point of view is an

important lessom7to be learned. From 14ie interviews with parents it

was found that 42% of the students hadt)ecome:lmore tolerant of others

when there was a_monflictrover a point :of view. Of the 45 parents

that stated they had. observed a change, 6k felt that Adams:in-

fluenced the change. Only 7 students: ppeared to have less toler-

ance because of their experience at Adams.

Thirty parents reported that theyrihad not noticed a change..

This 40% of the students would include both students who were toler-

ant of others as well as those who were inta3erant before Naming

to Adams.
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NOTES

It is necessary to incluri n fQw LluLL, Alat deal with areas men-

tioned by parents which were not covered by interview questions.

The tone and nature of responses deserves comment and uill giye

clarificatiom-to some of the answers given by parents.

At the end of-the notes there are a series of favorable quo

tationscollected which indicate a further range of interesting per-

ceptions on Adams.

1. The structure, curriculum and ideas of freedom were criticized

on approximately 30;5 of the interviews. A typical response was

the feeling by parents that students were too young, especially the

freshmen, to handle the free time at Adams, that students enjoyed

the lack of pressure and consequently did not try to learn or

work. Because Ithe school was not pushing the students with strong

direction and ncrt using tests, books, and "normal" courses, students

would not get a good education; in particular, they would'not get

into college.

2. The need for "law and order" was expressed on 20 interviews.

There was a feeling that students were too immature to be allowed

to move about the school and park without rules, that students

really wanted rules and that without the rules, the students did not

know how to behave. Students must be required to attend classes and

parents must be notified if students are missing classes.

3. Four interviews expressed the feeling that there was more oppor-

tunity at Adams than at other schools. The reasons seemed to be from

two areas: one, that the school encouraged students to become in-

olved in activities, and two, that there were fewer students en-

olled, thus Imoss competition.

4. From 37 adIttinternziews there were statements of praise and

support for_ program at Adams. 3rhefreedom allowed for student

growth, helpedtiin the awareness at-the-problems of society, enabled

the students to) gain. a. better se ept, and encouraged students
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to become vocal and les emotional in expressing their opinions.

This was attributed to a number of things: one, the atmosphere of

the school was friendly; two, the students were respected by the

teachers; and three, the teachers 7-worked to develop a relationship

with the students that helped the students grow and become inde-

pendent.

5. Four parents expressed the feeling that the Adams program actu-

ally helped their teenager to mature and become a young adult.

6. On six interviews, parents expressed some teachers were dress-

ing as sloppy as the students. They felt teachers should set an

example in their dress for the students to follow.

7. The desire for closer working relations between the school and

the parents was expressed on eight interviews. Earlier notification

from teachers that a student was having difficulty in class, in-

stead of waiting until it was too late, was requested. Paza,s

want to be notified when students are missing classes. A few

parents remarked that teachers did not return telephone calls or

make efforts to contact parents.

8. Only four parents said that they would transfer their students

to another school next year. They felt their sons and daughters

would not get a "good" education at Adams; the area that was singled

out to be weakest waslmathematics.

9. The issue of race problems was mentioned on seven interviews.

(Note that there was no question that asked for a response dealing

with racial issues.) Three parents were emacerued that black stu-

dents were "suppressing white:students." White gjxls were afraid

to walk in the hells -in the park, and to. enter restrooms from fear

of black students., Two parents added that the "'black leadership"

had caused a lot ,af-tratifIne .for-the schodiLl2dsLyear. One parent

said that.she felt that White students .gam all the "good" classes.

Only-one parent expressed the feeling that h e r -sonhad progressed

in his unaPilmtanetnff of some of the problems of -minamity groups and

had became r3llissg to work to overcome-prejudice..
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Below are 14 quotations from the parent interviews that are en-

couraging and exciting signs of progress:

1. I feel Adams, with it's method of free and ppm discussion en-

couraged, was responsible for our son to owe shyness and

bashfulness.

2. I think the teachers at Adams strive to havise the students ana -.

lyze situations- -they are more open in their mttzttudes.

3. The grading system at Adams is more relaxed:andocnot as strin-

gent as at other high schools he attended. 15D7gressure about

grades.

4. Our daughter who had been a good student in1.6.ddeschool and

then "turned off" during first two years of ioligh.school...this

has been the most positive school experience. The interest of

the teachers, informality of the structures encouraged and re-

newed her interest in school.

5. The atmosphere of Adams has enabled her to =joy school--did not

in previous school.

6. She had unhappy and bad experiences in two crther high schools...

she likes Adams because of different attic orr:part of faculty

making for better relationships between stadmtmirand teachers.

7. Adams Showed that "they" cared about our son`...

8. Adams has helped...teachers seem to relatetomrstmdents.

9. Adams has taught the ability to "want toaearn.'

10. Happier in school.basically-not having-meumattam:crammed down

her throat. More relaxed ,approach to teardding.

11. Our son was trained at home to have responsibilitg.imnd Adams

has allowed him the opportunity to make decisions..

12. Family always has had: iscussions over Tier troub14. Now a new

element, "why", has been added.
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13. (Adams has helped)... by letting the students be on their own,

making him responsible for his learning.

14. Friendliness of school contributed...teachers took a more per-

sonal interest in her.

CONCLUSION

Because of the degree of care exercised to protect the random

sample and the high likelihood that the results of the interview are

true of the total Adams student population, it can be concluded that

there has been a positive growth and improvement in the behavior of

students as observed by parents. Two important issues are raised

with this conclusion. First, did the change result from the students

experience at Adams or was it a normal growth pattern associated with

adolescence? We have only the parent's judgment. Second, hOw does

the behavioral change of Adams students as expressed by parents com-

pare to views of parents of students in other Portland high schools?

We intend to conduct a similar interview with Adams parents next

year to compare and measure the behavioral change that has taken

place during the two years of the school's operation. To help an-

swer the issues raised above, it is suggested that a random sample

of parents from other Portland high schools be selected and inter-

viewed to provide comparative data for the Adams study.
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TIE EVALUATION OF PUPILS

CHOICE CF CREDIT-NO CREDIT VS. GRADES'

All Adams students had the option of taking their courses either

for a letter grade or simply for credit. The majority of the teach-

ing and administrative staff believed that an evaluation system

based upon Credit-No Credit rather than letter grades was prefer-

able for sound educational reasons. For example, we feared that some

students would value' maintaining high grades more than satisfy-

ing intellectual curiosity. These students might avoid stimulat-

ing but demanding courses, fear to risk their grade by trying some -

thing new, or frantically work to raise a C+ to a B-, rather than

work to increase understanding. In short, we believed that an eval-

uation system based on Credit -No Credit would tend to stimulate in-

terest in learning as an intrinsically rewarding activity. However,

we were aware that some students and their parents, for a variety of

reasons, might feel more comfortable with the more familiar letter

grades. We also knew that some colleges put a great deal of emphasis

upon a student's grade point average, although we hoped to persuade

them to give equal consideration to students without grades. There-

fore, we made it possible for students and parents to choose the sys-

tem by which the student would be evaluated; that is, Credit -No

Credit; or Grades (A,B,C, No Credit).

The term Credit indicated that the student had successfully ful-

filled the obligations and responsibilities that he undertook when he

enrolled in the class. In some areas these obligations were nego-

tiable, whereas in others the obligations and criteria for success

were firmly set by the teacher at the outset of the course. The term

No Credit indicated that a student had not yet fulfilled his obliga-

tions in a class, but could receive credit as soon as those obliga-

tions were met. It is important to understand that No Credit did

not mean that the student had failed the course; but rather, that for

any number of reasons, for example, poor health, lack of effort, drop-

ping of the class, the student was in the process of completing, but
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had not yet completed course requirements.

Problems Related to Credit-No Credit Choice

Other high schools, both in and out of Portland, generally re-

quired letter grades to accompany Adams students transferring to them.

Also students were allowed to change their original choice once be-

fore the end of the semester. For these reasons, even though a stu-

dent had chosen Credit -No Credit, grades were maintained for him.

Some teachers felt that this tended to underMine the spirit of the

Credit -No Credit evaluation policy, as they were forced to continue

to think in terms of letter grades.

With the first class to graduate in the spring of 1971, the prob-

lem of college admission will become critical. We have initiated cor-

respondence and discussion with college admissions officers on the

issue of acceptance of students with Credit -No Credit evaluations.

To date, the response has been mixed: colleges in the Oregon state

system, and several others (particularly "prestige" colleges), have

indicated that the lack of a GPA will not adversely affect the Adams

students' chances of admission. Some have said they would rely heavi-

ly on college board examinations, counselor recommendations, or other

indices in lieu of a GPA. College bound students were advised that

letter grades were usually a prudent choice, especially if they fore-

saw need for financial aid.

We were interested in finding out which students, and for what

reasons, selected Credit-No Credit rather than grades, and how these

choices were distributed among departments. A survey revealed the

following data.
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GRADING PREFERENCES OF STUDENTS
IN PERCENTAGES

GENERAL EDUCATIONyS. ELECTIVLS

Overall Freshmen So&more Junior
CR GR CR GR CR GR CR OR

Electives 48 52 44 56 46 54 57 43

General Education 55 45 50 60 53 47 64 36

TOTAL 50 150 45 55 48 52 59 41

GRADING PREF CES OF STUDENTS BY DEPAR
IN PERCENTAGES

Overall Freshmen ljahsore Junior
5 GR CR CR GR CR GR

Dr al

apartment

Foreign Language 27 73

Science 33 67

Physical Education 4o 60

Home Economics 44 56

English 51 49

Business Education 51 49

music 52 48

Art

T,Tork Experience

67 33

69 31

1114

31
I

69 23 77 27 73

25 75 36 64 38 62

43 57 35 65 14 86

45 55 4o 60 50 50

43 57 52 48 48 52

40 , 60 53 47 59 41

Intermetation of Findizas

(Music makes no distinctions by
class)

79 21 70 30 100 0

43 57 43. 59 86 14

-qhile the overall distribution of letter grades and Credit-No

Credit choices was equally divided, the trend was away from letter

grades among older students. While 55% of the freshmen preferred

letter grades, only 415 of the juniors chose letter grades.

There was wide variation among departments in the percentage of

students who chose Credit-No Credit rather than letter grades. In the
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Physical Education department, for example, the overall trend was revers'

6o;':, 0,f freshmen, but 86% of juniors, chose letter grades. At

all grade levels, students chose to be evaluated in Physical Educa-

tion by letter grades more than Credit -No Credit. Music and Art stu-

dents chose Credit -No Credit over grades, with 100% of the juniors

in Art classes choosing Credit-No Credit. The Foreign Language de-

partment had the highest percentage of students choosing letter grades

(73%), and the Work Experience department had the highest percentage

choosing Credit-No Credit (69%).

These variations suggest several hypotheses:

1. Students may have chosen letter grades in subjects in which they

felt fairly confident of success. Juniors who elected Physical Edu-

cation, for example, may have been those with high degrees of athletic

prowess.

2. Students may, in some cases, have been strongly influenced by

teachers, one way or the other. Unanimity of choice in one class sug-

gests teacher influence.

3. Some departments may have high enrollment of less able students,

who might tend to avoid a letter grade. The high percentage of Credit-

No Credit choice made by students in the Work Experience program might

be an example of this.

4. Other departments may attract a high enrollment of academically

talented students who might prefer letter grades. The courses tra-

ditivnallytaken by the college bound student, such as Foreign Lang-

uage and Science, could be examples.

5. There may be a relationship between student ability and the choice

of grades versus

The data prey only raise these speculations; they are

insufficient to provide t1'. _ basis for any conclusions. F:'rther in-

quiry into the functioning of the evaluation system is planned.

REASONS FOR T1 RECEIPT OF NO CREDIT

In the usual sense of the word, No Credit is not a grade--it
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is simply an indication that credit has not yet been earned in a

particular class. Since a student may not fulfill his credit re-

quirements for any number of reasons, and because the receipt of No

Credit does not brand the student as a failure, it was predicted

that teachers would tend to give more No Credit evaluations to indi-

cate noncompletion of course requirements than they would if re-

quired to give an "F". Therefore, No Credit could be predicted to

be a more accurate indicator of insufficient performance than failure

grades in other schools.

An analysis of the reasons that students received No Credit

might indicate whether these hypotheses had validity, as well as pro-

v de information about how these students could be more effect-

ively helped.

Teachers were asked to give reasons why students in each of

their classes received No Credit. The form provided for this purpose

asked teachers 'to check one or more specific reasons why no credit

could be given, to check the underlying problems the teacher felt

had affected the student's performance, and to recommend ways of

helping the student overcome these problems.

When the reports were returned and the data interpreted, it be-

came apparent that the Physical Education department represented a

unique situation. Extremely large numbers of students had received

NO Credit, and the reason given in almost every case was class non-

attendance. Because the numbers were great enough to distort in-

terpretation of the No Credit data as a whole, the Physical Education

data are not presented here.

The number of reports here interpreted was 283; 187 from elec.,

tine courses (except Physical Education) and 96 from General Education.

These 283 reports dealt with 199 different students. Overall, 7.8

of students Cld leivc -dt; elective teachers gave No Credit

to approx of their students, and General Education teach-

ers to approximately 7.90.
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reasons given for the receipt of Ko

Electives General Education

Class Attendance 40% 460

to Complete Work 33;:; 30

1=articipation in Class 14>z: 15;.;

Jther Reasons) 13% 9%

an be seen, there was no major difference between the elec--

es and the required course, General Education. Almost half

of -77eceiving no credit did so because their class attendance

was

inferences for the underlying causes vzresummarized thus:

Electives General Education

-laling to Try 122j 11X;

opacity to Work Independently

to Resist Attractions of the

12% 9%

"ark, the Halls, etc. 21% 20%

Vtri Little Interest in the Subject
ter in the Class 13% 14%

Eers to Have No Interest in School 7% 12%

2L Other Inferences (None more
than 5%) 35%

6ain there was almost no difference between the elective courses

and General Education.

Teachers were asked to make specific recommendations for the

best way to deal with each of the students who received No Credit.

It was anticipated that if teacherd recommendations fell into a small

set of categories, it would guide the implementation of new proce-

dures for reducing the number of students who were doing inadequate

work.
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The recammend::t:..=_ did =Ell into - major categories:

"itives General EducatiDn

Family CounsaLing 265 1: 177:.

Put On Close attendance Check
Early Next "Y7P7- 35-:; 2145.;

Needs More::Teether Direction .24% 30%

L11 otheryEJnmestinns 25;;;

Specific 'F--r-m-Drs have been taken f= the school year 1970 -

=971 based ontzle recommendations. T2ne at ay major difference seems

-7D be that Gene Education teachers tended:to blame themselves, In-

.Jicating that the student needed more dire,-mtonthan he got. They

were not so bothered by poor attendance- Elective teachers, on. the

ether hand, either were more bothered by poor attendance or regard-

compelling the student to attend as a more effective way of deal -

ng with the problems-of their No-Credit students.



Z' ALL', :?69-1970

ie =gram at kl-qms High 1=chool :in he firs; -7P34,/"- f
"77 on was a yeTry ambitious lje tad camiraats for

-,,9ements different tearer training- u

_s; PcrtV7=7,1-; Oregan State Prtri Fr,,,-Trard Universities;

_ ...nd Clark and -Ettled Colleges. As part these cont fc-

-zma_ .gig we had a g:7end total of eleven join-. --opaintments among he

amt members 'L.-is ca: staff.

...mproximately nicety inciv =teals had alLi or part of theme n-

ir Adams High Lthool. This number 1,Z11 increase to approxi-

11 individuals in the: year 1970-71.. eacher trainees, both_

teachers: and ±ern teachers, make Agp the vast majority of

-the 70 we had ii training this past year. 7-1 acidition, we had a

mull number of soci-n1 work-trainees, counselmE--trainees, and pre-

stutemt-teaching "students In residence" witi-&ri-the vocational edu,

catian areas.

.FF7atigrIa FUNDED TRAININCL PliratCTS

77e were extremely fortuimte in having two federally funded

projects emanating rrom the F-'ireations Professions Deuelopment Act

aff 13ET to help laamnh our initial year of training PrIa.4" instruction.

Otte of -these pro jeers was canneived to help train the staff tan open

time apool. The second projenzTenabled us to umdertake the Portland

D' 'Teacher Educet.ion Project, a program for try+ringleachars mho

male be successful 'indealiivrmd.th disadvantaged-students.

Two; based at Adamslibigh Schmol, but .affected fouxotber Portland *idgh

Selbmils. These 1.00m7lan.Aemts rrpresented somewhat better than. 3200,000

of awttide ftmdJmP4
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For our second year of operation 77 _7-..timate a. significant

increase in the number of outside find 77P.1177.S. 17 have a second

grant to enable us to continue tha Pc=7:1=:1 7.:'t;an Teacher Education

Project in much the same form as was in the first year

of operation. In addition, we have accmd Project which is

enabling Adams, as well as the Ports,r7.-7thifli., School, to train

a number of individuals for specialize anz, :_:..Lfferentiated school

roles during the summer of 1970 and tiz-.71._u' -.he r-,,-demic year of

'70-'71. These two projects account ft- :73170,000.

Training projects which are funded _-ntra, but which will

have an effect on our training function_ L4cdiade one through Teaching

Research, Monmouth, Oregon, which allows -Lta-to experiment in the

development of protocol teaching mater-ii. A second, centered at

the University of Oregon, uses Adams as a. 51.rta for a Teacher Corp

Training Program. A third, through Portlwer' State University, will

use Adams as a site for training school. 3B2C, workers. Proposals

for additional federal money are in the- zing and prospects seem

quite high for additional funding throughnmt our second operational

year.

STRMTURAL, PERSONNEL AND ROLE CHANGES P5R-THE SMEDED YEAR

Quantitatively we excelled in numbe=. of tradinees, progrmms

mmdertaken, joint appointments, contracts wttt .tnaining institutions,

and outside funding. Qualitatively we lagged: um labored under in-

adequate supervision of training experienmes and poor coordination

of training with research and instructiofl..

The most significant change for trmitmhogibmour second year of

operation is the reorganization of training,,, search, development

and dissemination into the clinical divisdnnLof Adams High School.

The clinical division will be one of three diltriai-0319 of Adams for

the second year, the other two being the ;_Lave and the in-

structional divisions. All training, re earth, and development work

will be headed by the Director of the ClitinalAdvision, and approxi-
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roctely tTel FTE be in this

During the fir= ye 'ration resumnsiLL±77 for the alir--

tcal su771rvision cif -tt±n1- Oo-th interns an:r), r!--7:=7= teachers, wa

spread across three ::=Attant,,7 tifferent rolea two coordinatc:

of teacher education, the year curriculum associa:es- and the eight

team leaders. Our fiTst 7-ear°s experience made tainfully aware

that clinical sopervisior_ds not properly clone it is one of many

responsibilities of a -ler7 busy group of I vch Therefore,

an additional modificarirm in the traininE. organizattom for the

second year is the introduction of a clinical ..ervimory role. air-

in z the second year we wia-lhave one half-time. a::::Jd two three-ouartor

time clinical supervisors rk_thin General Education, mnd a half-time

supervisor in the vcatiorrP7 education areas. _In =der to enable

these individuals to gain the necessary experiEra- ancl skills to

perform their roles, me conducted a supervisionham during the

sunmer, closely allied to a program for trainih'' tfre Portland Urban

Teacher Education Project interns.


